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Another useful book for record collectors from this specialist book company;
this time the author, who is a Woodie, had no qualms about getting his work
accepted - since he is also the publisher.
EPs and statistics have always been desirable to the record collector, and
no definitive book on every EP issued has ever been published. Vintage
Records did issue the long deleted “Collectable EPs” (published in 1982) of
British EPs, but this was a personal selection chosen by the long gone
London record shop, but does contain what they consider over 3700 vintage
obscurities. The “British Hit EPs” book I consider as a bolt-on reference
book to “Collectable EPs” which focuses on the hit EPs only. The source
gleaned from the Record Retailer, Music Week, Record Mirror and New
Record Mirror, therefore the combination of the two books does provide a
comprehensive guide for the EP researcher.
“British Hit EPs” contains a brief history of the EP which is interesting
reading, but the “Technical Notes” and the “How The Information is
Presented” do need some digesting before ploughing into the data.
The EPs are listed per artist in alpha order showing all their releases, issue dates and track listing, and
every page has photos, this section finishes at page 132. From pages 133 to 147 there are “Facts &
Figures” with masses of statistics, e.g. “Most Weeks At No. 1”. George has some fun with “The 10 Naffest
EP Titles,” raising an eyebrow at a Val Doonican title “The Green Shades Of...” Johnny Cash of course had
a nod to Ireland with his “40 Shades Of Green”.
From page 149 to 240 there is “The EP Charts – Week by Week”, and from page 255 to 306 an “Index of
Song Titles”.
The text format is somewhat unusual in that the EP title type size is large and bold, whilst the song titles
font is very small, and the page layouts do have quite a lot of white space. I consider the number of pages
could either have been reduced with a slicker format, or included even more data to take up the areas of
white space.
It would be nice to think another bolt-on book with every EP per label, starting with London, is in the
making, but in the meantime have fun with this well researched tome.
British Hit EPs 1955 – 1989
Author – George R. White
2nd edition 2014
Softback
ISBN – 13: 978-0-9562679-6-2
Publisher – Music Mentor Books
69 Station Road,
Upper Poppleton,
York YO26 6PZ
Tel/Fax: +44(0) 1904 330308
Email: music.mentor@lineone.net
Website: http://musicmentor0.tripod.com
Size: 9 x 6”
318 pages
Front & back sleeves colour, rest of the book is b/w
R.R.P. – probably about £15
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Ken Major

Peter Griffin says:
“ I've got an idea - an idea so smart
that my head would explode if I
even began to know what I'm
talking about so
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”

Welcome to issue 80 Gang.

Great to be back with you all again, in the comfort of our favourite chairs. Definitely a 'WOW' factor
for TFTW’s first boogie-woogie evening at the Spice Of Life, good to see so many faces both old
and new at this excellently attended event, the only slight disappointment was the poor sales from
the Tales From The Woods merchandise table. I only took music books to sell at vastly reduced
prices, simply to take them off our hands here at the TFTW office; "There just ain’t the room folks".
I am sure there are more than a few of you who can identify with that sentiment. Obviously there is
not room within my column to go into detail which books are still available, and indeed the time
factor does not allow for compiling a list within the pages of this magazine, so please feel free to
drop me an email or give me a call, I may have a book or two that you may find of interest. These
books are obviously first hand, if I have any that are second hand naturally you will be advised and
the price will reflect that.
Ken Major, membership secretary and invaluable contributor to all things TFTW, has written an
excellent review of the proceedings at the Spice Of Life elsewhere in these pages, suffice to say
all that is required from me is a big thank you to Big John Carter, Henri Herbert, and the two guest
pianists, Claire Hamlin and Patrick McGuiness for making this both an artistic and commercial
success. Once again TFTW is bringing real music back to the West End; indeed the often
overlooked art of boogie-woogie/ragtime piano is cruelly under-represented. So watch this space;
there will be a No 2.

























At the time of writing just a few days past, 9th July 2014, we started the first of our interviews for
posterity that TFTW are conducting with artists and musicians who are associated with our shows
past and present or who, as promoters, writers and publishers, have had a vital role to play within
the history of roots music over many decades. TFTW are indeed proud that so many of these
important figures have entrusted their personal histories to us. We shall attempt to do them all
justice within future issues of this magazine. The first of what we plan to be many, took place upon
this warm sunny afternoon at TFTW’s official meeting house, a watering hole near Marylebone at
an intimate private upstairs bar.
Dave Travis was the first interviewee, chatting leisurely, recalling promoting what is regarded by
many as one of the great gigs of all time, the Cajun/Swamp Pop Show at the Grand, Clapham
Junction, London back in September 1993. Dave Webb too was on hand, as co-promoter for this
event as well as being the man responsible for bringing the legend from Ferriday, Louisiana, Jerry
Lee Lewis, to these shores, to perform for three incredible nights at the Kings Hotel, Newport,
South Wales in the nineties. The third interviewee was guitarist Iain Terry, co-founder of
Matchbox, who has played behind many a legendary name, on this occasion however, just there
to natter effortlessly regarding his amazing childhood growing up in the fifties in the musically
eclectic area that was the Notting Hill Gate area of west London. Something to look forward to
folks in future issues of the Tales From The Woods magazine.
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The day after (what an exciting life we Woodies lead) it was an afternoon tour of BBC
Broadcasting House in Portland Square, central London, organized by our incredibly imaginative
social secretary John 'Soulboy' Jolliffe, just one of the many wonderful days out that John so
painstakingly puts together for us Woodies. since the reorganization of the BBC, much of their
output has been shuttled off to other cities nationwide and with the closure of the White City
television studios it is now all housed in huge premises recently built onto the art-deco
masterpiece that first appeared in 1932.
Part of the tour was to sit in on a mock-up of 6pm
news and weather programme, where John
volunteered to recite a forthcoming weather forecast
whilst Bill 'Gaslight' Haynes read the news from an
auto cue.

© Nick Cobban

© Nick Cobban

A visit to a few studios both television and
radio, the latter being of greater interest to
me personally, before we enacted a brief
radio play in a studio complete with mikes,
sound-effects and tapes running. Such are
the egos of us Woodies, barely had the
Clockwise - Tony, Keith, Nick, Bill and Alan
words of the guides left their mouth for
volunteers, our hands shot fast and hard into the air like excitable school kids on a day trip, the
theme of the play being a haunted house which had our webmeister Alan Lloyd taking on the dual
role of narrator and the formidable dusty old butler aka Boris Karloff. See what great fun we have?
No doubt this has helped to bring along a new face or two to our next social shindig, check out the
website for further details gang.

























On Sunday September 28th 2014 TFTW, in collaboration with monster rockin’ Radio Sutch, hits
the hallowed boards of the iconic Dublin Castle in Parkway, Camden Town for a show to rock your
socks clean off your feet. Headlining is the man often described as Chuck Berry’s god-child, who
is indeed his hero; think also rockin’ blues, Jimmy Reed, and think also Chicago blues. That
makes up Earl Jackson who will be bringing his cherry red Gibson along with his band on this
autumn evening in late September. In support the three piece that are often described as sounding
like a six piece; I refer to Smiley Jacks whose leader is the guitarist Iain Terry (managing to
obtain a second mention in this column) who will be known to all the Woodies and attendees of
our shows as the man who stepped into the shoes at short notice of John Spencely to fill the lead
guitar role in the Tales From The Woods band at our Joe Meek Special on 27th April this year.
Debuting with us will be that zany DJ of decks created from supermarket trolleys known
professionally as DJ Wheelie Bag. doors will be 7pm, all over by 10.30pm, allowing plenty of time
for the short few minute walk to nearby Camden Town tube station (subway station for our non-UK
readers). tickets are now available via the usual methods; £15 Woodies only, £18 advance for
non-Woodies, £20 on door on the night for everyone. So if you want to receive your Woodie
reduction, might be a good idea to contact us as soon as possible. we have arranged with the
venue for a little extra seating for those who may need to sit down; equally I know that Earl
Jackson is a favourite with the jivers so dancing too is more than welcome, naturally providing
space allows.
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Before I go on to those sad necessaries of my column that we pay our respects to the artists and
musicians that have sadly passed on over the past months, I’d just like to dwell a little on the fact
that Tales From The Woods magazine is celebrating our 80th edition with this very publication. if
anyone had said to either Harry or me all those years ago with that one A4 page, that in the year
2014 we would be celebrating our 80th issue, we would have most likely fallen off our chairs with
laughter at the place of our employment where this magazine was first conceived. Indeed it was
Harry who coined the title from which everything we do now takes its name - magazine, live and
social events, commercial and non-commercial.
It was my intention just to have fun with say 15 to 20 issues and then call it a day; soon we were
recruiting more and more regular and spasmodic writers, names that are now inseparable from the
magazine’s name. One time founder of a Rock’n’Roll magazine Neil Foster; another one-time
founder of a rockin’ fanzine, Tony Papard; Brian 'Bunter' Clark began sending in his acclaimed CD
reviews; John 'SoulBoy' Jolliffe, with his long running, respected and informative Soul Kitchen. So
a magazine was almost by accident taking shape.
After a while a regular Blues column began to appear, a subject matter close to my heart; Jazz too
by our expert in that field, Dave Carroll, creator also of our unsurpassable gig guide; Lee Wilkinson
with his excellent reviews, and recollections. Writers kindly offered their services, both professional
and enthusiastic volunteers who just wanted to articulate their passion for a subject matter they
love, which otherwise they may have been denied by other magazines or at the very least say
whatever they might want to say without fear of too much interference from that 'dreaded red pen'
that has always separated us from other magazines. Along the way I think we have created an
impressive roots music magazine where most subject matter is covered. However, there are still a
few gaps I would like to see closed. Cajun and Zydeco are still absent far too often; folk too has
been calling out for a regular contributor now for much of our existence. We can’t rest on our
laurels yet. Anyone out there, or you may know someone who has a little more than a passing
knowledge of these roots music idioms - well we wait patiently for your call.
As many of you may be aware, that writer of all things Jazz traditional, Ian McNeil, whose column I
know by your emails has proved extremely popular, to some of our subscribers their most
essential read, suffered a severe stroke last year. I am happy to say Ian is well on the road to
recovery and we hope to see his column inside these pages in the not too distant future. Until we
all meet up again in my Buzz column at the rear of the magazine, thank you for your support and
staying with us throughout these 80 issues; it's been great and there is a lot more fun to be had.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
the legendary contralto jazz singer Little Jimmy Scott
who has died just a few weeks short of his 89th birthday
on the 12th June.

As I recalled before in the obituary I wrote on Lou Reed in
the pages of this magazine back in Issue 76, it was the
poet of the New York streets who first introduced me to the
immense talent of this diminutive singer upon the boards
of the Hammersmith Odeon, around the infancy of this
present century, proving beyond any shadow of doubt that
despite four decades or more my musical education was
far from complete. Little Jimmy singing unearthly beautiful backing vocals to Lou’s Satellite Of
Love was an experience that simply can’t be put into words, beyond the realms of emotional
explanation, for me at least, like the first time I heard Louis Armstrong blowing his trumpet behind
Ella Fitzgerald’s recording of ‘Summertime’. Louis was often described as the man who cried
through his horn; Little Jimmy did likewise with his contralto voice, a life that had been a struggle
to survive from beginning to end and worse still to have such talent to remain often unrecognised. I
was lucky enough to be privileged to see him again in concert in his own right, just once at the
Jazz Café in Camden Town, London along with a fair selection of Woodies from across this
magazine’s broad spectrum of musical appreciation. I know I can speak on behalf of all when I say
it was indeed an unforgettable experience.
Born 17th July 1925 in Cleveland Ohio, to a family that would eventually consist of 10 children to
Arthur and Justine Stanard Scott of which Jimmy was the third born, suffering from a rare genetic
condition known as Kallmann's Syndrome, a disease which stunted his growth, achieving a height
of barely five feet as an adult. The condition also prevented him reaching puberty leaving him with
a high, undeveloped voice. Jimmy by nature learnt to sing before he could barely walk, sitting on
the lap of his mother as she played the piano in their home. Later in childhood he would join a
church choir, but tragedy struck at just age 13, losing his mother in a terrible road accident when
she was run over by drunken driver.
After a few years singing for loose change at every conceivable opportunity, be it rough and tough
city bars, jazz clubs and street corners whilst doing whatever menial job that came his way to buy
food to eat and generally survive. A lucky break would finally change his fortune when he was
asked to join the Lionel Hampton Band as a vocalist, after a chance sighting the jazz legend had
of Jimmy performing in a Cleveland bar.
In December 1949 he cut ‘Everybody’s Somebody’s Fool’ with the Hampton band which became a
top 10 chart entry on the R&B charts, although credit on the label went to Lionel Hampton and
Vocalist. Thus it continued throughout his recorded output with Hampton’s band, a slight on his
talent but a massive blow to his reputation and career. To add insult to injury, when Jimmy
recorded alongside another of Jazz’s legendary masters Charlie Parker, the recording in question
being 'Embraceable You' which appeared on the Parker album 'One Night In Birdland', vocals
were credited to a female vocalist, Chubby Newsome. Despite trawling through numerous Jazz
reference books I was unable to discover how or why this misnomer came to be, perhaps one of
our knowledgeable readers could elaborate to this scribe of abilities modest. It was Hampton who
gave him the moniker of 'Little’ Jimmy Scott; apart from his obvious near-castrato sounding voice,
he looked far younger than his years, his slight build accentuating his lack of stature. however it
was his phrasing and romantic feeling that made him revered amongst other performers of the day
such as Dinah Washington, Ray Charles, and Billie Holliday, the latter it was said being reduced to
tears by listening to his voice.
In 1963 it looked like the stars were in his favour for a breakthrough in the eyes of Joe Public,
when he was signed by an admiring Ray Charles to his Tangerine label, Ray riding a career high
during this period after his massive breakthrough country hits drenched in a rhythm and blues feel
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such as 'Georgia On My Mind' and ‘I Can’t Stop Lovin’ You' to name but two. Under the
supervision of Charles he created what is generally considered his masterpiece, amongst jazz
lovers regarded as one of the greatest jazz albums of all time, ‘Falling In Love Is Wonderful'.
However bad luck once again reared its ugly head due to contractual obligations with his previous
record company which had Scott stitched up to a life time contract, and the album was withdrawn
after just a matter of days and would have to wait another agonising forty years to see the light of
day. A similar fate befell another LP released six years later, ‘The Source’, which had to wait until
the dawn of this present century for a release. to say that this was a criminal injustice to this man’s
great talent would surely be an understatement. The contractual problems did finally get resolved
during the seventies by which time Jimmy had returned to his native city of Cleveland,
disillusioned, every intention of giving up his career, and to feed the family home he got jobs
variously as a hospital porter, shipping clerk and finally a hotel elevator operator.

With Bette Midler, Lou Reed
and David Bowie

Little Jimmy Scott’s voice was once again heard in public for the
first time in 1991 at the funeral of his close friend, songwriter
and musician Doc Pomus, where that voice accentuated the
emotion of the occasion and unwittingly sparked a career
renaissance, rightfully taking his place upon the stages of jazz
clubs and concert halls. Not too much time passed before Lou
Reed came knocking on his door, hiring him to sing back up
vocal on the track 'Power and Glory' on his 1992 album ‘Magic
and Loss’ which in part was dedicated to the memory of Doc
Pomus who was also a long-time friend of Reed, but also more
recognised as a tribute to Velvet Underground mentor and world
renowned artist Andy Warhol.

Jimmy could also be heard singing ‘Sycamore Tree’ on the David Lynch directed TV series ‘Twin
Peaks’. Amongst the many mourners that attended Dr Pomus’ funeral was Jazz lover and owner
of Sire records, Seymour Stein, who immediately signed Jimmy to his label and the first recordings
in decades resulted in the album ‘All The Way’ which was nominated for a Grammy award. This
was followed by further albums ‘Dream’ in 1994, the very much gospel tinged 1996 album,
‘Heaven’ and the highly acclaimed 1998 album ‘Holding Back The Years’ which peaked at 14 on
the Jazz Billboard charts in his native land. In Japan he was thrust to near mega-stardom with the
album winning the prestigious ‘Swing Journal’ award of best jazz album for the year 2000, with
liner notes written by Lou Reed and his heartrending versions of what were then near
contemporary songs such as Prince’s ‘Nothing Compares 2 U’, John Lennon’s ‘Jealous Guy’ and
Elton John’s ‘Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest Word’. Offers for foreign tours flooded in.
All Scott’s recordings from the fifties and sixties on both Decca and Savoy labels finally saw the
light of day at the turn of this century including a three CD legacy box-set. around the same period
of time he signed with Jazz label Milestone for whom he recorded four critically applauded albums
often with the great and good of the jazz world including Wynton Marsalis as well as Jimmy’s own
band The Jazz Expressions. In Japan, where he is revered like few other Jazz musicians, he
released two live albums.
During a career that spanned 65 years he performed at both Dwight D Eisenhower’s and Bill
Clinton’s inaugurations in 1953 and 1993 respectively for which he sang the same song ‘Why Was
I Born’. In 2007 he received the NEA Jazz Master Award, also the Kennedy Centre Jazz In Our
Time award, a Lifetime Achievement Award from the jazz foundation, finally being inducted into
the Rhythm and Blues Hall Of Fame in 2010. He was also recorded over a two day period for the
Smithsonian Institution Archives at the family home in Las Vegas where he moved in 2007.
Little Jimmy Scott died in his sleep after suffering a cardiac arrest, his wife of many decades
describing him as an earth-angel; gracious, kind and gentle blessed with a voice that could melt
the coldest of hearts, adding his life had often been hard but he bore no resentment.
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A timely celebration for Issue 80 of Tales From The Woods magazine is the first of what we intend
to be an on-going series of interview of importance recorded for posterity with musicians,
performers and writers, to talk freely about their careers, fans to reminisce their interests and recall
gigs attended that could be yesterday or more than half a century ago.
The first of these interviews (three of which were conducted on Wednesday 9th July 2014 at the
private upstairs theatre bar of the Kings Head pub near Marylebone High Street) was with Dave
Travis, long time career musician, publisher and knowledgeable person on rockabilly and
Rock'n'Roll music generally, and folk of course, who 21 years ago this September held what, in my
eyes and the eyes of many, was probably one of the greatest gigs of all time and that was the
Cajun/Swamp Pop show at the Grand in Clapham Junction in 1993. Dave, who came up with the
idea?
That’s a difficult question. I’ll tell you why it happened very quickly. We did a tour with Johnnie
Allan at the end of 1992 which went well and we played Dave Webb’s club in the east end, the
Royal Naval club at Plaistow. For some reason we got together shortly after that and said why
don’t we do a big show and bring all these Louisiana people over, put one big band on to do the
whole thing and do it like that? At that time Dave was very much up for doing gigs and he said,
“Yup, I’m up for it”.
So I got in touch with Johnnie Allan who was my main connection to Louisiana and put it to him.
He went round, chatted to the various people that we had our
The programme © Paul Harris
minds set on bringing over and everyone fell into place and
said, “We’d love to come”. That’s the root of how it all started.
Were you able to get sponsorship for the gig?
Bits and pieces. We got a little sponsorship from Ace Records;
Sequel Records, that was another company doing roots music
at the time, they came in with a little something I remember.
There might have been a couple more in there that I can’t
recall. So we had a little bit of help but not much. We put our
money down on the line.
You have to take the responsibility yourself, unlike in Europe
where you can get sponsorship from the arts departments and
local government. Unfortunately that’s not the case here.
Philistines!
What was the official title of the show Dave?
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Another Louisiana Saturday Night. And you know why that title came about? Ace records had
issued a CD which they licensed from me called “Louisiana Saturday Night” and that’s how the title
was chosen.
How did you put the bill together?
We had an idea of who we wanted and then I got in touch with Johnnie Allan and said this is who
we want. Do you have any people that you would suggest or people you would definitely not
suggest and he came through. There were one or two people that he said you definitely must not
book because you’ll get into trouble. By and large everyone that we went for, I think except one,
was okay to come and join in. The most important thing was that they’d all come on the same
financial basis. There was no-one getting more than anyone else, all on a completely equal
amount of money, all the artists. Same with the band, there were no star people getting more
money, it was all the same. All things considered, it was a pretty fair deal. Everyone was treated
very, very well.
Johnnie Allan, D L Menard, Eddie LeJeune may have been to the UK before so it wasn’t a
problem but for Tommy McClain, Warren Storm, Jimmy Anderson in particular, it must have been
quite a culture shock for them.
Well for Jimmy Anderson I think it was; a very quiet man, a very pleasant man, I think he was
slightly awed by it all. I’m not sure he’d ever played in front of a crowd that size. He gave that
impression of being completely amazed by the theatre - I don’t mean to do him an injustice, it’s
just a feeling I got.
Tommy McClain was full of the joys of spring; a character to say the very least.
Warren Storm, a lovely bloke, absolutely fabulous fellow, we
persuaded him to shave off his moustache, which he was very
reluctant to do. We said, “Well a lot of rockabilly kids are going to
be coming tonight and moustaches are not quite the thing for the
movement”. He’d had the thing for 47 years and was quite
reluctant. We said, “Well, you don’t have to but it might be good
for your image for the show” and he went and shaved it off. He
came back the next day clean-shaven and all the Cajuns, of
course, were just hooting at Warren without his moustache for
the first time in 47 years. But it was all in good fun.

Warren Storm sans moustache
© Paul Harris

Bringing all these performers to London must have been quite a
headache, eight people including Harry Simoneaux. Had he
been with Johnnie Allan before or was that his first trip?
Yeah, he came with Johnnie on at least two tours that we
organised. So yes, Harry was there.

Did you bring them all over together in the same plane?
Yes. They all flew out of New Orleans and they all stayed in the same hotel in Walthamstow. It
was quite a nice hotel; it looked totally out of place in the area where it was. I remember, we drew
up and there was this really very smart building in the midst of hell and chaos and we thought this
is okay and they offered us a great deal, they wanted the business.
Dave and myself were there every day, shuttling them backwards and forwards to wherever they
had to be. It was managed very well because Johnnie Allan made sure that everyone was on the
same plane. He was a great organiser and made sure they had their programmes, made sure they
sent the songs to us so we knew exactly what was going down. Thankfully there was no star
tripping with “Oh, I’m not sending them a list, they should know my numbers”. None of that
garbage, everyone was super cooperative. It was really nice.
There was quite a bit of sightseeing for the artists I believe as obviously a few of them had never
travelled to the UK or even Europe before.
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There was quite a bit of sightseeing including a visit to
my bank which was quite memorable because Tommy
McClain was keen to get his money. He said to us,
“Have you got a bank Dave? I’d like to go to the bank.” I
said, “Did you want to change some money?” and he
said “No, I like to have a taste of my money from you!”

Tommy McClain © Paul Harris

What could you do? We had eight of them so Dave and I
took them to my bank because it was a tourist day out
and we were in Trafalgar Square and my bank was in
Trafalgar Square. It was a pretty bank, it was very old so
this would be a part of the tourist attraction
We had to get eight drafts of money out for the eight
guys and we gave them 50% of their money there in the
bank. Tommy was happy, he’d got his taste and then we
carried on with the sightseeing trip. Bizarre. At the end of the gig they got the rest.
So what about the band? In those days you were still an active musician.
I was very active. Somewhat less active now.
So the band you put together especially for the show, just run through the names.
Wes McGhee, Stuart Coleman, Harry Simoneaux of course, Nick Pentelow was the other sax
man, myself on rhythm guitar, Alan Dunn played accordion for the heavy duty Cajun stuff, he’s
really good Alan, with a couple more in the mix.
Do you remember any of the numbers performed on the night?
Harry Simoneaux © Paul Harris

again. It worked a treat.

I tell you what I do remember was the very first number which was
“See You Later Alligator” which was a platform for Harry. Not many
people know this but there was no compere booked for the show.
In the chaos leading up to the gig we forgot the compere. Stuart
was doing radio and I went up to Stuart and said, “Dear sir…” He
said, “I know, it’s okay, I’ll do
it”. He walked on stage with
literally five minutes to work it
out and was the compere for
the evening... and did a great
job. He just introduced the
band and it was a showcase
for Harry Simoneaux who
played on the original with
Bobby Charles and that was
the idea for him to come up
front and play the sax solo

The other marvellous moment was when Johnnie Allan did
“Promised Land” and Belton Richard came on with the old
accordion and played the solo as on the original record and
the crowd just went wild. A wonderful moment.

Belton Richard with Johnnie Allan
© Paul Harris

How did the artists feel about the reception they received that night as, despite it not being at
capacity, it was a very well received show by the fans that did attend?
They were over the moon. According to Johnnie Allan, Tommy McClain dined out on it for years,
his slightly exaggerated stories of his success in London, but why not? It’s a nice thing to happen.
Was there any particular reason for a lack of publicity in the right areas?
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There was a lot of publicity and a lot of goodwill out there from radio and people giving us a lot of
free promotion because they couldn’t believe this gig was happening. There was a lot out there
telling you it was on
There was another problem that Jerry Lee Lewis was playing the same night in London which
certainly would have taken a few customers, I’m very sure of that. I do remember BBC producer
Mike Dick was involved in filming the Jerry Lee Lewis concert and afterwards he said to me “It was
a big mistake because it was not one of Jerry Lee’s good nights. We should have come to your
gig.”
I thought, “Yes, you should!” because then we’d have been home free with the money as the
money from the BBC would have covered our losses. I remember him saying that to me… “I wish
we’d come to your gig as Jerry Lee was not on top form that night.” C’est la vie as the Cajun boys
would say. We gave it a good try.
My ticket © Sandy MacDiarmid

You had more planned?
To be honest, Dave and I said even if we break even on it we’ll
do it again because once people see that this works I think we
can give it another crack.
The other thing I did hear was a lot of people didn’t believe it was
going to happen. People couldn’t believe that there would be
eight Americans on that stage, that somehow it was going to be a
bit of a scam.
For £15.

I thought £15 was a bit too expensive at the time, maybe it should be a tenner.
Unfortunately that was the last promotion that either of you did I
believe.
I didn’t do any more and Dave packed up at that point. He got
badly hurt by that gig financially. As you know, I’ve got a cushion
called a publishing company so I could take the hit but it hurt him
quite badly. For a promotion like that you need two or three
people involved, doing it yourself you’d go nuts so sadly we didn’t
do another one.
Reflecting back on it after all these years, how do you see it?

My ticket © Ken Major

Obviously I see it through rose coloured glasses but I think justifiably. It was a wonderful night and
I think it was a wonderful moment in the history of music. They were all good that night; every one
of them was on the game. It was like they were competing with each other. I noticed when I went
to the Green Bay festivals the Americans were definitely competing. You could tell that they were
up there thinking “My god, I’m gonna show Sonny Curtis how it’s done” and you really got that
competition feeling. I sensed it on
that show; they were out to give their
absolute best.
Thank you Dave for taking the time
to tell us about that amazing show.
It was a wonderful moment in time
that sadly will never happen again.
The whole show was recorded so
why hasn’t it come out? The answer
is that dealing with the musicians
would be problematical. I’ve still got
the masters so it’s a shame really.
The recording was good and came
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out very well. The artists are just fine but it will have very limited sales and a couple of the
musicians might… not be against it being released but it might be a little difficult. I’ve never
actually tried but I wouldn’t want to get caught up in having the musician’s union knocking on my
door. We’ll see what time brings.
© Sandy MacDiarmid

Sandy MacDiarmid took this picture of Mrs Louella Menard sporting the event t-shirt while they were sitting
on the grassy area in front of the Menard home in Erath, Louisiana on 28 April 1999. In the background, D
L Menard was entertaining the visitors by singing a selection of his songs.

Jimmy Anderson © Paul Harris

Belton Richard © Paul Harris
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D L Menard with Eddie LeJeune © Paul Harris

Johnnie Allan © Paul Harris

Tommy McClain © Paul Harris

The Finale © Paul Harris

We at TFTW wish to express our gratitude to Paul Harris for maintaining an excellent photographic archive
of music history and allowing us to reproduce his work in the pages of this magazine.

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox, Wee
Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis,
Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and, from
Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Gary Baldwin at The Oval Tavern 15 June 2014
Organ jazz, of which Jimmy Smith was the master, was once a love of
mine. But times change, as do tastes, and as the aural pleasure
diminished I stopped listening. However, when I spotted a date by an
English Hammond organ player whom I used to enjoy, my interest was
piqued sufficiently to investigate.
It had been several years since I had last visited The Oval Tavern, a local public house in
Croydon, and that was when the governor, Graeme, had been putting on blues and rhythm &
blues gigs on a regular basis. The venue’s unique atmosphere justified it laying claim to be
England’s only jook joint.
It was a hot sunny Sunday lunchtime as I exited East Croydon station. But the after effects of an
illegal rave the night before meant that my normal route was blocked by a large police presence
protecting barriers and a taped-off area. After a slight detour, I found The Oval Tavern as
downhome as before, the ‘stage’ now located at the back of the pub with band ready to
commence. Gary Baldwin, seated behind his Hammond organ, may be an unfamiliar name to
some, but he has been rated as the UK’s top Hammond B3 organist.
He had chosen to perform in the traditional
organ trio format with guitar (Simon
Fensby) and drums (Winston Clifford), and
they were both to supply excellent support
over two long sets in which the agility of
Gary Baldwin’s playing recalled the likes of
Jimmy McGriff, Big John Patton and their
ilk, with his warm, bluesy and soulful
sound.
Beginning with one of Gary’s compositions,
the funky Camp Freddie, the trio turned to
some ballads to suit the high temperature
with numbers such as Bobby Hebb’s
Sunny and Erroll Garner’s Misty. The set
ended with bluesman Tommy Tucker’s HiHeel Sneakers and a tune of appropriate
contemporaneity, Brazil, just as the second half was kicking off in Recife.
Another self-composition, Spycatcher, commenced the second set, and the flow was diverted
slightly when a (local?) tenor saxophonist, Ike, sat in on the next two numbers, Stella By Starlight
and Autumn Leaves, with some energetic blowing, much appreciated by the partisan audience.
Next Winston Clifford laid down his drumsticks to step forward for an impressive vocal contribution
to Georgia On My Mind, not surprising considering that he was once a member of jazz singer Jan
Ponsford’s Vocal Chords. The influence of Jimmy McGriff was acknowledged with Old Grand
Dad, and the set ended with an excellent version of Marvin Gaye’s cri de coeur, What’s Going On.
It had been an enjoyable afternoon of organ jazz, one which had re-awakened my love of the
Hammond B-3. Chatting with Gary Baldwin afterwards, he told me one of the many stories he has
about his former boss, the volcanic Tommy Chase, who had the plug pulled on him when
addressing the graduates of Cambridge in a manner which would have impressed Mr Angry.
Dave Carroll
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Letters to the Editor
Hi Keith,

Dear TFTW,

Thanks very much for the latest issue. I think that
what is so good about the mag is not only that it is
unique in its coverage of roots music but that it
appears so regularly and unfailingly (try saying that
word with a mouthful of toothpaste). "Not Fade
Away" never managed this!
In addition, I am glad to see that you keep the faith
by lots of active events and convivial get-togethers.
Thanks for having the courage to print Tony
Papard's article on spiritualism (and to Tony for
writing it). I am not a believer, as such, but have
always been interested in all aspects of the
paranormal and have studied and tested
Astrology/Palmistry/Tarot readings etc. over many
years. I had a mystical experience (of overwhelming
power) at the age of 10, although this did not make
me religious (I remain an atheist).
The point is that many intelligent people have had
similar experiences and cannot be dismissed as
fools by arrogant sceptics who try to foist their own
ignorant pre-conceptions on the rest of us.
"Everything ends in mystery". I can't remember who
said it but it's true. (It’s a song by Somewhere In
Europe - H)
Many thanks for a rocking good read.

Thanks to TFTW for publishing my
article on Spiritualism, which got a
quite positive response. I won't
bore readers with more articles
here in similar vein, but although
many claim it is a religion many of
us see it more as a branch of
fringe science since it is based,
not on faith, but on repeated
experimentation and evidence.
However what most people here
would be interested in, if there is
an afterlife, is 'what about
Rock’n’Roll heaven'? Or indeed
Blues heaven, Soul heaven, Jazz
heaven, Country heaven - Roots
Music Heaven?
For those interested, and on the
Net, you could click on this URL
for a blog on this subject
http://www.tonypapard.info/?p=5028

Best wishes,
Tony Papard

Neil Foster

Hello Keith,
Thanks for an
excellent piano
evening on
Sunday, nice
venue, good
company and
music, well worth
the train fare.
Martyn W Harvey

Congratulations on the
80th edition of the
Magazine. Not living in
London, I don't get to
many of the events you
put on but I love reading
about them. If anyone
knows of Rock’n’Roll
events in Sussex, put
them on the email. The
Magazine is amazing,
such a lot of information is
in it; here's looking
forward to the next 80
editions. Thanks for all
your hard work everyone.
Mo Selwyn
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Hi Keith - just
wanted to say we
had a great night on
Sunday, hope to
make it down again
some time, pity we
don't live nearer
because work
yesterday after
driving back was a
killer. I love a bit of
boogie woogie
piano, was good to
see Henri and John
do the business.
Johnny B Goode.

SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
IT’S ALL OVER NOW
BOBBY WOMACK
When Bobby Womack sang, the only word you
could muster up was SOUL! UNADULTERATED
SOUL. He was the heir to the throne, sadly
vacated by all others, and justifiably called 'The
Soul Survivor', the last great exponent of the sixties
testifying soul singing. He once said "I seem to be
the only guy out there now, doing the same thing in
a different world". He was also one of the great
writers in soul, although underappreciated, having
composed numerous hits for himself, Wilson
Pickett, James Carr, George Benson and many
others. His career spanned six decades, with many highs and sadly low points.
Singer/guitarist/songwriter Bobby Dwayne Womack was born 4th March 1944 in Cleveland, Ohio.
His father, Friendly Snr, sang and played guitar in a gospel group. Encouraged by his father he
mastered the guitar from a very early age. Along with his other brothers, Friendly Jr, Cecil, Curtis
and Harris, his father formed a gospel vocal group, in 1954, called the Womack Brothers. Along
with their mother, Naomi, and father, they performed on the gospel circuit throughout the US
Midwest, often touring with the Five Blind Boys, Staple Singers, and The Soul Stirrers. It was after
opening a show for the Soul Stirrers, their lead singer Sam Cooke, impressed, took on board the
Womack Brothers as his protégés.
When Cooke formed his SAR record label in 1961, he invited the Womack Brothers to record for
him, renaming the group The Valentinos. Cooke encouraged the group to switch from gospel into
a more secular direction, a path Cooke had successfully taken, but still retaining his gospel roots.
He also recruited the teenaged Bobby for his own touring band, as a guitarist.
The Valentinos made their chart debut in 1962 with 'Lookin' For A Love', which reached number 8
on the R&B charts. Numerous SARs later the groups only other chart entry was, 'It's All Over
Now', which also became a gigantic worldwide hit for the Rolling Stones, much to Womack's
wrath, until the royalties started flooding in.
When Cooke was shot dead in December 1964, the group were somewhat left in limbo. The SAR
Label folded. The Valentinos drifted to Chess Records with very little success and soon
disbanded. Bobby shocked the music world around this time by marrying Cooke's widow, Barbara,
just three months after Cooke's death.
As his career floundered Womack focused on song writing. Also he was gaining a reputation as a
serious session musician, finding ample work in Muscle Shoals and with the house band at
American Sound Studios in Memphis, for artists such as Wilson Pickett, Joe Tex, King Curtis to
name a few. He also toured with Pickett, Aretha Franklin and particularly Ray Charles, whom he
stayed with for two years. During this time he was also developing his song writing craft, which he
fed mainly to Pickett, who cut seventeen Womack compositions in three years, charting in 1967
with 'I'm In Love' (R&B 4), 'Jealous Love' (R&B 18) and in 1968 'I'm A Midnight Mover' (R&B 6).
Womack came into his own as a solo artist when in 1968 he signed with Minit Records. This move
quickly brought forth his first solo R&B chart entry, the gritty 'What Is This'. Having given all his
best compositions away he went with a string of inventively reimagined standards, but he charred
them with a deep soul burn, 'Fly Me To The Moon', which became a sizeable R&B and Pop hit.
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The formula was repeated on his next two single releases, 'California Dreamin' and 'I Left My
Heart In San Francisco', and once again both were sizeable hits on both R&B and Pop charts, but
these were not true indicators of his artistic creativity.
His real breakthrough came in 1971 when his first United Artists album, COMMUNICATION,
produced the smash hit 'That's The Way I Feel About Cha', which became his long awaited
breakthrough hit. From here he then embarked on a six year run as a serious hit maker on the
R&B charts, with a string of top ten entries that included the number one hit 'Woman's Gotta Have
It'. Further classics followed in quick succession, the wonderful sublime 'Harry Hippie', the cult
classic 'Across 110th Street', 'Nobody Wants You When You’re Down And Out', 'I'm Through
Trying To Prove My Love To You', another number one with 'Lookin' For A Love', 'You're
Welcome, Stop On By'. But sales were declining, so he signed with Columbia Records, without
much success, although he managed a couple of minor hits, notably 'Trust Your Heart'.
Womack descended on Britain for the first time in March 1976, to
play the Hammersmith Odeon.
My recollection is that it was all a little bit of an anti-climax. I felt
that practically the entire backing band veered far too close to
rock.
In the mid to late seventies Womack was travelling through one of
his less inspired periods. Along with the ravages of drugs and
alcohol, it sent Womack into decline, a limbo of confusion made
worse by grief over his younger brother Harry's murder, and his
son Truth suffocating in bed at just the age of four.
But he found some redemption with a brilliant comeback single, in 1980, as vocalist on Wilton
Felder's 'Inherit The Wind' R&B hit. This put Womack back into the centre stage after his turbulent
period.
The following year his career revived when he came up trumps with the aptly titled album, THE
POET, on Otis Smith's tiny Beverly Glen indie label. This was some comeback as this classic
album is notably one of the top soul albums of the eighties. It also yielded the number 3 R&B hit 'If
You Think You're Lonely Now'. He followed THE POET with THE POET II. From this album came
the duet with Patti LaBelle 'Love Has Finally Come At Last', which again just missed out on the
R&B chart summit, reaching third place. The POET vol 3: SOMEDAY WE'LL ALL BE FREE
followed.
In 1985 he once again hooked up with Wilton Felder for the top two R&B hit, '(No Matter How High
I Get) I'll Still Be Lookin' Up To You', which finds Womack sharing vocals with Alltrinna Grayson.
He went on to record for MCA, were he scored with, from the 1985 album SO MANY RIVERS, 'I
Wish He Didn't Trust Me So Much', again just missing out on the R&B top spot. His final chart
entry was '(I Wanna) Make Love To You', lifted from his 1986 album WOMAGIC.
He next recorded for Solar and Continuum with little success, making only high profile returns to
the music business sporadically.
It was not until 1999 that Womack once again appeared on record with two albums for Capitol, a
gospel BACK TO MY ROOTS and TRADITIONS a Christmas album. In 2000 Christmas comes
again with THE CHRISTMAS ALBUM on Indigo.
In 2010, in steps Damon Albarn, which results in Womack joining his animated circus group
Gorillaz as one of their featured vocalists. This liaison also finds Womack back on the record
shelves with THE BRAVEST MAN IN THE UNIVERSE album, produced by Albarn.
I saw Bobby Womack live in New York, at the Beacon Theatre, June 1983. What a difference from
1976.
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He was sensational. I've seen Womack on
numerous occasions since then, and although
his act onwards was basically the same format,
he was never anything less than sensational (the
exception being Hackney Empire 1991). The
travelling preacher brought to town the greatest
show on earth, like a good revival meeting. He
always sweated out a stirring performance, as
Womack sang, no he wailed, with a careening
swoop, a slicing soul scream, a carefree
improvisation, a drawled delivery, a precise
sharp diction. Womack's convincing voice
displays all these qualities welded together, and
to witness this live is something that we will
never experience again.
He was inducted to the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame
in 2009. His last recorded work, THE BEST IS
YET TO COME album, is due for release later
this year.
Over the years he had suffered with many
ailments including heart problems, diabetes, prostate and colon cancers, pneumonia and recently
had been diagnosed with the onset of Alzheimer's disease.
To me he was my main man, the greatest SOUL SINGER of all time.
He died 27 June 2014.
A note from the Womack Family:
We’d like to thank everyone for the support and love you have shown us in the days since the
passing of our beloved Bobby on Friday June 27th. Bobby died peacefully in his sleep at his home
in Tarzana, CA. The outpouring of appreciation and memories of Bobby have been heart-warming
to see and he is definitely up there smiling because so many people loved the music he made.
JAMES GOVAN
Singer and multi-instrumentalist James Govan was
born September 1949, in McComb, Mississippi. He
moved to Memphis with his family in the late fifties.
Like most of his contemporaries he learnt his
singing craft in the church.
His first two recordings, for Rick Hall's Fame label in
Muscle Shoals, 'Wanted Lover' and 'You Got A Lot
To Like', put him straight into the great tradition of
Southern Soul men, and at the time he was
expected to be Otis Redding’s natural successor.
These early records went unnoticed.
Govan was proving his worth gigging around Memphis, and he had formed a small group, Stone
Blue, along with two ex Bill Black Combo members, Don Chambler and Billy Herbert. The group’s
reputation was growing, and was the first choice as a back-up band for visiting artists travelling
through Memphis.
It was while the group were backing Tony Joe White that Govan was rediscovered by the Muscle
Shoals entrepreneur David Johnson. Johnson, in 1982, recorded Govan at his Broadway studios;
the result was the brilliant, I'M IN THE NEED album which did very little at the time, but fared much
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better in the UK, when released on Charly in 1996. More recently, in 2013, Ace/Kent Records
released some of his long lost Fame recordings, under the title, WANTED, which once again
showed a great talent that should have emerged to a wider audience.
Over the years Govan recorded sporadically. For three decades Govan and a guy named Don
Chandler, have routinely fronted the Boogie Blues Band at the Rum Boogie Café, on Beale Street,
in Memphis, playing to packed audiences.
Govan performed at the annual Porretta Soul Festival in Italy from 1993 to 1997, employed for his
Otis Redding covers. Ironically he failed to turn up in 1998, when he was in fact the main artist
displayed on the promotional poster etc.
Rumours were that an ultimatum was either Italy
or risk losing his Rum Boogie café contract.
An awesome talent that richly deserved more.
He died on 18th July 2014.
In 1988 while David 'Jazz Junction' Carroll was
at Wembley arena to see a main stream soul
artist, us real soul buffs were at the Astoria,
Charing Cross Road, to witness a handful of
soul legends. I can still visualise Willie Clayton,
and Latimore, but time has eroded James
Govan, who was also on the bill.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
Nation's Favourite Motown Songs (as voted in an ITV poll)
Following on from ITV’s, fairly predictable, greatest motown records of all time, a few Woodies
tossed their Motown top twenties into the pot. Here is mine.
These are in no particular order.
1. Isley Brothers - Why When The Love Has Gone - 1968
2. Jrn Walker - Shake and Fingerpop - 1965
3. Bobby Taylor - Does Your Mama Know About Me -1968
4. Eddie Holland - Jamie - 1961
5. Four Tops - Reach Out I'll Be There - 1967
6. Linda Griner - Goodbye Cruel Love - 1963
7. The Originals - Baby I'm For Real - 1969
8. Shorty Long - Function At The Junction - 1966
9. Marvin Gaye - Hitch Hike - 1963
10. Bobby M featuring Jean Carn - Lets Stay Together - 1982
11. Four Tops - 7 Rooms Of Gloom - 1967
12. The Satintones - Motor City - 1960
13. Jimmy Ruffin - Farewell Is A Lonely Sound - 1969
14. Rick James - Big Time - 1980
15. Barbara Randolph - I Got A Feeling - 1967
16. The Miracles - Night Life - 1976
Remember you're in
17. Yvonne Fair - It Should Have Been Me - 1976
safe soul hands with...
18. Mary Wells - Two Lovers - 1962
19. Jrn Walker - What Does It Take (To Win Your Love) - 1969
20. Spinners - It's A Shame - 1970
Bonus. Rick James - STREET LIFE Album. Every track - 1981

SOULBOY

Keep on keeping on
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Every newspaper and magazine is brimming with features on food and drink. But
little about sauces and ketchup. So TFTW plans to plug that gap with an irregular
column on the subject. Please pass on your sauce tips and best buys for
inclusion in this exclusive offering from the magazine that brings you more – with a generous slathering of
sauce on top.
New this month, but a tad disappointing, is a range of somewhat exotic sauces from Marks and Spencers
who have decked out some of their stores with rustic looking wooden carts with tin buckets of bottles.
There's around ten in the range selling for £2 apiece, or £3 for two, so we picked up a couple.
The Maple Soy and Garlic offering is tasty but so thin it could result in the unwary burying their sausages
with a single tip of the bottle. And, beware, this is NOT a salad dressing despite the summery surrounds in
which it is sold, and is intended as a barbecue additive. Again, if you buy it, watch how you pour it.
No such criticism of our second purchase, the Moroccan Spice dressing, with preserved lemon. Though
brown in colour, it is intended for salads, and it is creamy-thick and tart in spots, as you might expect.
However, we are prepared to recommend this one, and as for salad dressings which are dark in colour, this
is not as dark as the reduced Balsamic, or glaze, which is a healthier alternative to most mayonnaises at
TFTW Towers.
Talking of mayonnaise, one to avoid is Lidl's own label Vita D'or Lighter than Light Mayonnaise which
advertises itself as containing 96 per cent less fat, and only 10 calories per tablespoon. It has zero per cent
flavour, and should be shunned by those who habitually reach for the Hellman's.
Not so the Vita D'or Real Mayonnaise, tasty, thick, and well below the Hellman's comparatively high price.
This may have 104 calories per tablespoon, but, oh boy, it's creamy and delicious.
The fluted nozzle gives a professional touch to any salad plate; your guests will think you've been on a
course on how to ice cakes.
Picking up a bottle of A.1 steak sauce in the States last month, it was disconcerting to note that
Kraft, who now own the, erm, brand have ditched the little bit of cod history that decorated the
bottles when they were available in the UK. Much like reading the French language side of the HP
bottle during boring Mum-cooked meals, learning that King George IV's chef Henderson William
Brand produced the sauce for His Majesty, who exclaimed: “Brand, that sauce is A1.” thus giving
the sauce its name, gave a thrill that mother's particularly average shepherd's pie could not.
Sadly, Brand's A.1 sauce is now only available in the UK at £7 a time from specialty shops that deal
in US foods. Save your money if you find such an outlet in favour of any barbecue sauce that
features Jack Daniels whiskey.
A sauce column could not call itself that without a mention of market dominator Heinz, but on this
occasion, it's complaint rather than praise for the culinary giant.
Do you know what is the main constituent of Worcestershire Sauce, a condimental fixture on every
continent? It's anchovies, as a swift read of the Lea and Perrins bottle will confirm.
Heinz Worcestershire Sauce tastes nothing like the real Lea and Perrins, and a swift read of the
bottle confirms why. There are no anchovies at all in the Heinz version, so someone should be
reporting them to the Advertising Standards Authority and Heinz should consider re-labelling or
withdrawing this product. My last bottle went down the sink after just one serving, so watch out,
sauce-lovers!
Not wishing to end this debut column on a sour note, here's a tip if you ever venture into Waitrose.
Seek out Wilkin and Sons Tiptree sauces, perhaps a little more expensive than more mainstream
offerings, but they are all organic and are part of a growing selection of tasty products which go well
beyond the basic brown and red sauces, which I would still recommend as the entry point. Go for it.

John “Mr Tubby” Howard
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Plenty of good rock and doowop at the Screamin’ Festival
Legendary soul and doowop singer Tommy Hunt was the
highlight of the first night of the Screamin' Festival in Calella on
the Costa Brava with a superb set of classic Flamingos material.
Backed by the New Flamingos (aka the Velvet Candles) he set
the place alight. Looking fit and very dapper - and considerably
younger than his 80 years - he mixed it up with sweet soulful
doowop and pure rock and roll in a set which included a truly
moving version of Old Man River with fine support from the
Spanish vocal group. He began with the up tempo Kokomo,
moved through Sam Cooke's composition Nobody Loves Me
Like You, the slower A Kiss From Your Lips and Baby Let's
Make Up. I'll Be Home - a song which Pat Boone 'tried' to do,
in his words - was a master class and Crazy Crazy Crazy
really rocked along. Other songs included the beautiful
Lovers Never Say Goodbye, the Latin flavoured Your Other
Love, Heavenly Angel and the rocking Jump Children, before
ending, inevitably, with I Only Have Eyes For You. A truly
excellent set and probably the best I've seen this year.
Another very good set was that of Nico Duportal and his
Rhythm Dudes. This six piece French band played a varied set with some bluesy numbers composed by
Nico, an excellent guitarist, including Going Back To You and Real Cool Woman. Guitar Junior's The Crawl
was a surprise inclusion in a set which showed off the talents of the two sax men, bass player and pianist to
good effect.
Also pretty good, and starting the festival off to a noisy and rocking start,
were Spanish band Double Six, whose rather tubby late period Elvis lead
singer's raw voice and in your face approach was effective if less than subtle.
Songs included, surprisingly, such popular UK numbers as Baby Sitting and
Dancin' Shoes.
Day 2 of Screamin' in sunny
Spain was a varied one, with
acts ranging from some sublime
doowop to the faintly ridiculous. The sublime aspect was
provided by an instrumental/doowop group from Sicily called
Freddy Velas and the Silvertones, a band who not only
have some of the sweetest harmonies around but play
instruments, including guitar, bass, sax and keyboards, at the
same time. They were superb on such numbers as Big Girls
Don't Cry and an Italian version of Donna the Prima Donna
whilst remaining note perfect instrumentally. Chatting to them
afterwards it seems they honed their skills busking in London
and they gave John Howard and me a super impromptu
acapella version of I Wonder Why. They have incredible enthusiasm and are well worth seeing.
Representing old school rockabilly were Sun and Ace recording artists Alton (Lott) and Jimmy (Harrell),
Alton is a very good guitarist and was excellent on original material such as No More Crying The Blues and
on the more recent Still Shaking. Jimmy was off stage much of the time but Alton had no trouble getting
some genuine excitement going by himself, with backing by the Doel Brothers.
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The faintly ridiculous act of the evening was Graham Fenton doing a Gene Vincent
impression, complete with leather jeans and gloves, blue cap, microphone stand
twirling and upward pleading stares. He performed Rocky Road Blues, Be Bop A Lula,
plus Rockabilly Rebel, which the rather sparse crowd enjoyed. Graham was good fun
but unfortunately his performance, and that of The Jets who he was playing with, was
ruined by a ridiculous amount of echo and loud volume. Not good for the eardrums.
Another act on day two was LA based Alex Vargas, who struck me as being a bit
middle of the road despite having a good voice and performing a varied set including
soft rockabilly and blues. Fortunately he was backed by the excellent Nico Duportal
band so it was an okay set overall.

Freddy Cannon was the headliner on
day 3 of the Screamin' Festival and very good he was too.
Backed by Los Straitjackets he kicked off with Tallahassee
Lassie and went through several of his many sixties hits - all
personal favourites of mine - including Way Down Yonder In
New Orleans, Buzz Buzz A Diddle It, Palisades Park,
Abagail Beecher and Action. I would have preferred more of
his original numbers to versions of Shake Rattle and Roll,
Little Queenie and Roll Over Beethoven, but it was great to
see Freddy is still rocking, even though he was suffering
from a cold but maybe isn't quite as explosive as in the old
days.
Another highlight of the night was a doowop showcase featuring a couple of numbers each by some of the
acts on the bill, backed by the Velvet Candles. Highlights were I'm Blue by Sister Cookie, Think by Nico
Duportal, Lonely Lonely Guy by Big Sandy, Sh-Boom by Freddy Velas and Ding Dong Daddy by Giselle,
while other acts included Junior Marvel, Alex Vargas and the return of the great Tommy Hunt.
Young American R&B singer Giselle followed with a solo act which
showed that she has the voice of a young Etta James. Highlights
included stunning versions of Real Humdinger, Tough Love and duets
with Alex Vargas on I Found A Love, Crawfish and If I Can't Have You.
Others acts on day 3 included the UK's Doel Brothers, whose Western
swing style was infectious, and Spain's excellent instrumental act Los
Mambo Jambo. Another great night and probably overall the best so far.
The final night - not a strong one was brightened by Londoner
Sister Cookie, a soulful rhythm
and blues singer with a big voice. Backed by Los Mambo Jambo she
was excellent on such numbers as Please Mr Jailor, the Little Eva Bside He Is The Boy and Bury Me Deep. Worth catching at The Blues
Kitchen if you can. Other acts we caught on day 4 were hillbilly band
The Starliters and a competent rockabilly man name of Don Cavalli.
Earlier John and I
visited
Freddy
Cannon and his wife of 58 years Jeanette at his hotel
and chatted about his life and career. He still performs
about 20 times a year and recently recorded a song
about the Boston Red Sox with Los Straitjackets. He's
excited about some work he's been doing with a Florida
band called Rocky and the Rollers. They've recorded a
shag tune called Beach Soul Music - and we were able
to educate him about the alternative meaning of the
word, much to his amazement. Look out for John's
interview in Vintage Rock.
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Friday, June 20, 2014
Fingerpoppin' Soul in Amsterdam
There's not much that Harry Van Vliet and Hans Diepstraten don't know about soul music. They have been
jointly hosting their FingerpoppinSoul radio programme in Amsterdam for 21 years and have now racked up
well over 1,000 shows. It was a real treat, therefore, to be invited onto the show as a guest while I was in
Holland this week to play some soul 45s and chat about the genre that all three of us love. What's more, it
deadened the pain of England being beaten by Uruguay and heading out of the World Cup, as the match
was taking place at the same time, flickering away on a small TV in the corner of the radio studio.
I've met Hans and Harry at the Porretta Soul Festival several times over the last few years and probably
also came across them at the much missed Blues Estafette which took place annually in Utrecht for many
years. They have met and talked to dozens of soul artists over the years and have an impressive collection
of radio station messages from them. But then they are a generous pair of guys, who regularly take a wallet
of European picture sleeve 45s by artists appearing at Porretta and
present them during the festival - a gesture much appreciated by the
artists. I was also treated to their fantastic generosity with a wallet of
European picture sleeve records by the likes of Tommy Hunt, Tyrone
Davis, Solomon Burke and the Impressions. Great stuff, and much
appreciated!
The show I guested on featured half an hour of records picked by Hans
and Harry and 90 minutes of 45s that I brought with me, covering
Northern soul, the Memphis and New Orleans soul and R&B scene and
some 1960s ska and rocksteady. After the show Harry gave me a
bumpy ride back to my hotel on the back of his pushbike - an essential
mode of transport in Amsterdam. Hey guys - many thanks for inviting me
on to your show and for the records. Keep up the good work and hope to
see you again in Porretta!

Friday, July 25, 2014
Nolan Porter at the 100 Club
It was good to be back at the 100 Club last night for an evening of
Northern soul with LA resident Nolan Porter backed by British soul
band the Stone Foundation. It was the first time I'd been there since its
recent renovation. There may be more photos on the wall, the loos
may be marginally better, but it hasn't changed: the place was packed
and as hot and sweaty as ever, the way a good music venue should
be. I wish the sound was better though.
Nolan Porter proved to be a dynamic performer with an engaging
smile and bulging eyes, wearing a hat and scarf throughout on what
was one of the warmest evenings of the year. His two best known
numbers, Keep On Keepin' On and If I Could Only Be Sure (which he dedicated to his friend and mentor
Johnny Guitar Watson), both from the early seventies, were sung with aplomb, as were the other numbers
in his set, which included Oh Baby, I Like What You Give, The Fifth One, Darrell Banks' Somebody
(Somewhere) Needs You, Van Morrison's Crazy Love, Fe Fi Fo Fum, and a great version of Brenton
Wood's Gimme Little Sign, before finishing with Jumping Jack Flash.
Nolan has recorded some of these numbers with the Stone Foundation, whose earlier set showed that that
they are loud, unsubtle but very effective at putting across their soulful numbers, with three horn men and
an excellent singer in Neil Jones. Highlights included Right Time Right Place, Don't Let The Rain, Hold On,
When You're In My World and, particularly, their final number That's The Way I Want You In My Life Baby.
It was a highly enjoyable evening and I wish there were more such nights at the 100 Club, as there used to
be in the distant past.

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.

1.
Boogie woogie fan John Mayall aged 80, first heard the 78rpm of Albert Ammon’s “Shout
For Joy” with “Bear Cat Crawl” on the flip when aged 13. Mayall lived in Manchester, but although
did not have a piano, he wanted to learn to play, so he visited friends who did. A boy across the
road had a set of Ammons and Pete Johnson recordings, two boogie woogie pianists playing at
the same time. Mayall liked guitarists Django Reinhardt and Lonnie Johnson, but after hearing
Ammons everything changed, and he began to track down every record with the words “boogie
woogie”. Source: Wall Street Journal, 24.5.2014
2.
Here in the Delta, where most of the legendary juke joints have slowly shut their doors and
most of the bluesmen have died off or moved away, the blues is falling from the very place it was
born, say the people who play it and others who live here. They know their music survives in the
music collections of yuppies, in college seminars on folk culture, in festivals and franchised events
such as the House Of Blues, B.B. King’s clubs and others in the USA, Asia and Europe. But there
is little live music left, the bluesmen say, at the source. Source: Rick Braggs, San Francisco
Chronicle, 22.4.2001
3.
Rock “n” Roll stars reside in Las Vegas. Sax player Joey Ambrose was 18 when he
auditioned for Bill Haley and The Comets. Played on “Clock”, Shake, Rattle & Roll, Dim Dim The
Lights and Razzle Dazzle. Haley passed away in 1981 but in 1989 Dick Clark staged a TV show to
legendary Philly musicians, and the Comets re-grouped for the 1st time in 30 years. The band now
plays all over the world. Joey moved to Las Vegas in 1964 and enrolled in a dealer’s school and
worked at Caesars Palace for 24 years. He retired as a dealer and floor manager last New Year’s
Eve, but does one day a week. Source: Chuck N. Baker, Senior Press, March 1998
4.
RADIO KWEM-AM began broadcasting in 1947. Unknown musicians paid $15 to appear on
the east Arkansas station for the publicity including B.B. King and Howling Wolf, (good photo of
Eddie Bond-km) The station fell silent in 1960. Dale Franklin purchased KWEM in 2009, bringing it
on the air via the Web, the original frequency survived as KWAM in Memphis. He later sold it to
Mid-South Community College, and on Thursday the school will host an event called “Flip The
Switch” to celebrate KWEM’s return to broadcasting online. www.kwemradio.com Source:
Christina Huynh, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 27.5.2014
5.
Guitarist Terry Dahlgren recently told The Tribune that in Akron, Ohio, August 1958, he was
called by a promoter to play in the Crickets, after the show he alleged Holly asked him to tour as a
member of the Crickets. The Tribune published a correction stating Jerry Allison and Tommy
Allsup spoke to The Tribune and deny this. Dahlgren later said he never played with the two
mentioned Crickets but with Carl Bunch and Waylon Jennings in 1958. However these two later
Crickets plus Allsup did not tour with Holly until 1959, including the tour when Holly was killed.
Source: San Luis O Bispu, The Tribune, 18.3.2014
6.
Previously unreleased recordings of Hank Williams performing songs on “The Garden Spot
Programs 1950” will be released next month for download and on vinyl. Colin Escott wrote the
liner notes and said the recordings were used to augment live acts on local radio stations
sponsored by a Texas plant nursery. The album features 24 songs and jingles. Most of the tapes
were lost but copies survive from KSIB-AM in Creston, Iowa. The recordings were transferred,
restored and mastered for release May 20 by Omnivore Records. Source: Las Vegas ReviewJournal, 19.4.2014
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7.
In 1943 John Lee Hooker moved to Detroit playing in clubs around Hastings St. In 1948 he
recorded “Boogie Chillen” for Modern. Hooker began to record under many pseudonyms including
Birmingham Sam and His Magic Guitar, Johnny Lee, Texas Slim and John Lee Cooker. In 1955
he joined Chicago’s Vee Jay Records and in the late ‘50s embraced the folk music boom. Hooker
enjoyed a quiet suburban life when he could, and had a fleet of luxury cars. An avid baseball fan
he kept radio receivers tuned to different stations to monitor as many games as possible. Source:
Jeff Leeds, Los Angeles Times, 22.6.2001
8.
Jerry Ragovoy produced songs for Howard Tate. When Howard gave up music Jerry spent
the next 10 years trying to find him. Jerry had written for Garnett Mimms and The Majors, plus
seminal recordings such as Time Is On My Side”. 2 years ago Jerry gave up the search. Howard
had recorded 3 r”n”b top 10 hits and his songs had been covered by Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix,
B.B. King and Ry Cooder. As Howard’s albums were re-discovered in the ‘90s, others attempted
to find him, and in a 1995 reissue of the Verve sessions the liner notes stated he was probably
dead. Source: Neil Strauss, The New York Times, 19.7.2001
9.
75 years old Arnold J. Smith was the editor of Downbeat magazine from 1974-79 and
worked for 35 years as a Wall St. executive. In college he wrote about jazz, first for the school
paper and later for local publications. His parents collected records before he was born. His
10,000 jazz records have been donated to UNLV’s Arnold Shaw Popular Music Research Centre
to create a living jazz collection, “if I gave it to the Smithsonian it would sit in an attic gathering
dust”. Rutgers Institute Of Jazz Studies already has many of his collection. Source: Andrew
Taylor, Las Vegas Review Journal, 9.4. 2014
10.
The very first production Fender Stratocaster made, no. 0100, is up for sale for
$250,000.00. The seller is the George Gruhn guitar shop in Nashville. It is sunburst finished, and
although there are lower numbers, these were manufactured later in the year. It was originally sold
to an amateur in 1954 and has been kept in good condition. Gruhn bought the guitar from Richard
Smith who is a curator at the city of Fullerton, California. Buddy Holly, Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix
all owned a Strat., and Eric Claptron’s “Blackie” sold for $959,500.00 and Dylan’s for $965,000.00.
Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 19.3.2014
11.
Fans of the music pioneers can hear their music online and mobile services such as
Pandora and Sirius XM Radio. In many instances musicians are not being paid royalties, and for
some the music business has become financially unrewarding. Recordings made before 1972 are
protected by state law and newer recordings by federal law. Some services interpret the law to
withhold any payments for recordings made before 1972. A bipartisan bill introduced in Congress
last week clarifies that pre-1972 recordings should be paid to the creators. Source: T Bone
Burnett, L.A. Times, June 2014
12.
Nadine Cohodas, 51, was born in Marquette, Mich., and raised in the Upper Peninsula town
of Ishpeming and northern Wisconsin town of Appleton. Writing in her book “Spinning Blues Into
Gold” which was published in May by St. Martin’s Press, one of her favourite anecdotes in the
book is the Bar Mitzvah of Leonard Chess’ son Marshall in 1955. A cross section of the r”n”b
industry, white record label owners, DJs, and black artists were invited to Agudath Achem
synagogue. To have a socially integrated event in Chicago a year after Brown V Board of
Education was amazing. Source: James Reindl, Las Vegas Sun, 15.9.2000
13.
“The Sopranos” and the Scorsese films “Good Fellas (1990) and “Casino” (1995) included
singer Genaro Louis Vitaliano, aka Jerry Vale. Born 8.7.30 to Italian immigrants in the Bronx,
Vitaliano got tips for singing as a shoe shine boy when working in a factory. At 15 working in
nightclubs. In 1951 Guy Mitchell recommended Columbia’s Mitch Miller to sign Vale to the label
and 2 years later had a hit with “You Can Never Give Me Back My Heart”. Recorded 50 LPs, and
in the ‘60s hits with “Al Di La”, ”Two Purple Shadows”” plus many others. Died aged 83 at his
home in Palm Desert. Source: Claire Noland, La. A. Times, 19.5.2014

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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A new occasional feature containing a selection of TFTW email anecdotes from Chingford Woodie
Derek Pedder, aka: “The Sandal Vandal”
To introduce Derek, the man himself would suggest a backdrop of Barking FC., so it is appropriate
TFTW salutes Derek’s recent promotion on the club’s Board. This magazine issue kicks off with
the Pedder’s local football history and Derek’s thanks to Hitler and the Nazis…
New life Vice President - Sunday May 25th 2014
After a recent club meeting it was suggested that this year we
should recognise one of the longest serving members of the club
Derek Pedder (pictured right) and following a 100% in favour
vote this was agreed and as from now Derek has become a Life
Vice President of the club.
Club chairman Rob O’Brien stated: "Derek has continued to
contribute in a positive way to the Barking FC cause. Since my time at the club
he has provided some quite unique historical facts, together with some very
good light hearted headlines and a lot of good reports whether match day or
newsworthy items about the club’s development. As you may be aware the club is developing into
a nice sized club and this creates lots of news, stories and headlines. To this end we have had to
support Derek in his cause to maintain the quality that he always strives for. Trevor Gilbert will be
joining the ranks with Derek and will be learning from the master himself. Trevor can also bring
some new ideas and technology to help efficiency if required. It should be a great team and should
put us in an envious position.“
From Barking FC website - by Terry Gilbert.
In a response carved in his usual fashion Derek expressed both delight and appreciation:
“I am very honoured and moved to be appointed as a life vice president of the
club that I have supported for almost all my life - 63 of my 71 years - and I
would like to thank all the people who voted in favour of this. The club very
kindly recognised my long service a few years ago by awarding me the John
Ford Trophy for Loyalty and I was also very honoured to be described by the
chairman of the Essex Senior League in this season’s Official Handbook as
“the enthusiastic and brilliant media officer”. I have never enjoyed such recognition in any other
area of my life and it does show that some things do come to those who wait or persevere.
Much as I hate to give them credit for anything, I have Hitler and the Nazis to thank for making me
a Barking supporter, as my granddad and dad supported Dagenham, where they lived, before the
war and I think that my dad played a couple of games for their reserves. When the old Dagenham
club did not resume after the war they switched to Barking and my granddad, dad, mum, aunt,
cousin and my late wife Fay have all been involved with the club since then.
I regard the vice presidency as recognition of all my family’s involvement since 1945. I am proud of
this family involvement, which has always been enthusiastic, and I was very amused when Ken
Grace, another old supporter, and I were discussing people whom we remembered from the
1950s. He said “Do you remember Mrs Guest? She was terrible – always shouting and cursing the
referees.” “Yes”, I said, “she was my aunt”.
My first job was selling programmes, followed by being a turnstile operator. In those
days they were paid positions but I would have done them for nothing in view of the
free admission to the ground when money was scarce. My subsequent appointments
of programme editor, treasurer and press officer were of course on a voluntary basis.
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I am also self-appointed archivist and I have assembled a collection of programmes and other
historical memorabilia which I regard as the club archive and which I hope will remain in the club
when the final whistle has been blown for me. I also researched and maintained results and
records which, together with the superb research by Gavin Ellis, formed the raw material for the
excellent archive which Terry Gilbert has invested many hours of work in putting on our website. I
have also collated from many sources a history of the club which is also on the website.
I am also very honoured to join such illustrious company as Eddie McCluskey, our most successful
manager so far, Alan Wetherall, the late Les Wilson, his son John and Ron Debenham, our
longest serving supporter, club worker and now our president.
Congratulations to Derek and the club looks forward to many more years of his support and help.
In a chat with Ken Major, Derek said “You have probably not heard of my team - Barking. My dad
first took me 57 years ago when I was 8 and it’s a life sentence with no time off for good
behaviour, not that I would qualify for that. Having been many things (except player) from
programme seller to treasurer I am press officer and archivist now.”
Ken Major

‘Til He Waltzed Again…
Twenty years ago, on the 5th July 1994, South London lost its
premier Rock'n'Roll guitarist when Tony Vincent died. Tony had
been well known for many years as the driving force behind the
band CSA with a multitude of different line-ups but always
turning out some excellent Rock'n'Roll and country music (see
my obituary in Issue 7).
To commemorate his passing Bill Eastoe and The Bum Biters
organised a 20th anniversary memorial concert at the Croydon
Football Club in South Norwood, a venue that had hosted CSA
in the past. The band chosen was Black Webb consisting of
Claire
Black
bassvocals, Kevin Webb
guitar-vocals, and Andy
Lomath
on
drums
(wonder how they chose
the
band’s
name?)
Black Webb used to be
a mainly blues band but for this event they put several
months and an enormous amount of effort into learning
Tony’s considerable back catalogue of numbers.
The result was an excellent evening’s entertainment, recalling the fun had at all of Tony’s gigs. All
that was missing on the night was ‘House of the Rising Sun’ with Johnny Blunt
screaming “What!” in answer to the line “Oh mother tell your children”. Touchingly
Lenny ‘Mouth on a Stick’ Paterson called up one of Tony’s fostered sons who thanked
everybody for the evening and emotionally expressed his gratitude for all Tony had
done for him and his fostered siblings during his life.
Gratitude should also go to Maria Salvi for all her hard work on the night. A great way
to remember Tony.
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My mother, Dorothy, who celebrates her 100th birthday in September this year, was brought up in
Bow in the East End, where her father was a policeman, Sergeant Clift at Bow Police Station.
However she was actually born at an aunt's house in Acton, West London. Had she been born in
Bow she would not necessarily have been considered a real Cockney, since Bow bells are not in
Bow at all, but in St Mary-le-Bow church in the City of London, quite a distance from the East End
district.
The family moved to Edmonton, then Hornsey and Wood Green when my
maternal grandfather was moved to different police stations. At the age of 6
my mother got diphtheria and was hospitalized for a long period. At 14 she left
school and was sent by her mother into domestic service, something my
mother has always regretted and felt unfair. Her elder brother also went into
domestic service, but the two younger siblings did not. Olive went to Latimer
College and ended up with a high-powered post as PA to the Chairperson of
Esso UK in Victoria, London, while Len, her youngest brother, became a
policeman like my maternal grandfather and, after his stint in domestic service,
so did my mother's eldest brother, Fred. He was the village policeman in
Sutton Valence, Kent.

Rev. Dean
William Ralph
Inge

Dorothy aged 6

The first domestic service post my mother had was at the Deanery of St Paul's
Cathedral in London with Dean Inge and his family. My mother was lowest of the
low in the running order, one of the undermaids. One day someone was ill and
my mother was requested to serve afternoon tea for the family. As she was used
to at home, my mother put a loaf of bread in the drawing room with a breadknife,
some butter in a dish, with jam, a pot of tea, cups and plates, cutlery, etc. Mrs
Inge and her daughters came into the room and she was horrified, shouting: 'It's
just like a common boarding-house!' My mother was meant to have sliced and
buttered the bread for the poor dears, but nobody told her how to lay tea in the
Dean's household.

On another occasion, as a 14 or 15 year old girl, she was carrying a tray down
the stairs and tripped. She dropped everything; the fish course went bouncing
down the stairs along with expensive silverware and crockery. Mrs Inge
screamed, ran all the way into her boudoir where she promptly fainted. The silverware had to be
sent away to have the dents removed, and the crockery put back together with rivets, etc.
However Dean Inge, also known as 'The Gloomy Dean' because of his pessimistic sermons and
writings, was a kindly old gentleman. One day he saw my mother struggling with a heavy coal
scuttle to light the fires, and he carried it for her. My mother, being a writer, had her story of this
first job published in the 'Oldie' magazine some time ago.
My mother's next post was as nursery maid at Trinity Manor on the island of Jersey. She loved this
post, and the island. The manor had a long avenue of trees leading up to the house, and there
were fields with crops growing. This would have been around 1929-1930. I took my mother back to
Jersey in 1992 and visiting Trinity Manor once again she was very disappointed to see all the trees
in the avenue had gone, though the manor was much the same.
There were other domestic service posts, and since they only got half a day off a week, and had to
be back in the evening where all the domestic work was saved up for them, my mother had no
chance to have a real social life and meet boys. This is what she regrets most of all about being
sent into domestic service at such a young age, and it also put her off housework for life.
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During her working life my mother had many jobs, usually in offices, but also in shops, restaurants
and the Metal Box factory in North London, where my maternal grandmother also worked for a
time. Having served Dean Inge and his family at the St Paul's Deanery in her first job, by contrast
in a later job she was serving the Red Dean, Dr Hewlett Johnson, with cups of tea at the Daily
Worker offices (although my mother, like her mother, was a staunch Tory at the time!)
She became a waitress, one of the 'nippies' at the Lyons tea shops. Her mother visited one day
and left a big tip, and when my mother got home she thanked her mother saying 'You shouldn't
have left such a big tip', and was told: 'Well I want it back. I only gave it to you to encourage the
other customers!' Of course her mother was joking. They used to have 'extra ducks' when they
were busy; untrained staff who helped out. One of these said to my mother one day, pointing out a
male diner: ''E wants one of they fings to wipe 'is mouf wiv' - obviously napkins were unknown to
her.
My mother met my father, a Greek-Cypriot, when she
was a waitress at the exclusive Overseas Club (behind
the Ritz Hotel) and my father was a chef. They married
in a Register Office during the Second World War, and
I was born in 1945 and my brother, Philip, in 1949.
The marriage was a rocky one and broke up in 1951,
when my mother left him and we went to live with my
maternal grandparents in Bowes Park, Wood Green.
My mother never re-married or took any more interest
in men or romantic relationships. The culture
difference between Cyprus and England was a lot to
blame, plus my mother's sheltered upbringing which
Eracles, Tony, Philip, Dorothy
caused her to fall head-over-heels at the first
opportunity for the Greek-Cypriot chef having had little chance to date boys earlier due to her
domestic service duties.
We moved around a lot, leaving my grandparents' rented house for our first council flat in a
dilapidated old house backing on to Alexandra Park in 1957. There was a kind of tower with one
bedroom and it was leaning, you could see daylight through the cracks. The man next door (we
were at the top of a hill) had built his own house and was concerned our tower might fall on to his
new home. Fast trains to the North and Scotland from King's Cross ran at the bottom of the hill
and shook the house when they went by. Eventually the council propped up the tower with huge
wooden beams, and the house was demolished some time after we left.
Believe it or not, in the 1950s there were no Cypriots living in Wood Green (an area which now
has many of them, and even had a Greek-Cypriot mayor of Haringey at one time), and teachers
and pupils at school had great difficulty with our surname, Papadopoulos, which meant 'son of the
priest' (my paternal grandfather was a Greek-Orthodox priest). I got called 'Hopadopoulos'
because of my one leg shorter than the other, and all sorts of other names. So in 1958 my mother
shortened the name, added an 'r' and so the Papards were born! We've used that name on all
official documents, etc. ever since.
We moved to Welwyn Garden City in 1961, on the edge of town overlooking fields. I was 16, the
wrong time to move as I did not know anyone my own age. My mother got jobs in local factories Smith, Kline and French which made 'purple hearts' (amphetamines) among other things. These
were apparently traded by young people in the local Wimpy bar by the station with drug dealers
coming up from London. Later my mother got a job with Cresta Silks, which made fine dresses for
the upper classes.
I hated Welwyn Garden City, where I made no friends my own age, and commuted to a job in
London most of the seven years I was there. A year or so after I moved back to London to live, my
mother joined me, and for a while we lived together in a council flat in Camden - between Camden
Town and Kentish Town. While there my grandmother had a fall on the day after Boxing Day
1970, broke her hip and never recovered fully. My mother left her job with a medical book
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publishers (actually she was sacked because of her lengthy absence) and looked after her parents
till my grandmother died on my birthday on March 20th, 1971, a couple of months before her 84th
birthday. My grandfather, the same age as my grandmother, died about a month later, saying to
my mother the night before: 'I think I'll go and find Edie tonight', Edie being my grandmother.
During this period I was alone in the Camden council flat (my brother had long since moved up
North, first to university but then staying in the Lancashire/Yorkshire area, where he had a great
interest in pot-holing/caving). My mother suggested I invite George to move in with me for
company. I'd met George, my new life-partner, a few months before in September 1970. George
was then technically homeless, staying with a friend, so moved in with his pet budgie Joey. My
mother moved back after my grandparents died, and for a while we all lived together happily,
though illegally as even after the 1967 Sexual Offences Act it was against the law for a gay couple
to share a bedroom when someone else was present in the home. My mother got increasingly
worried about the situation, and feared losing her council tenancy (lodgers are not allowed without
permission). She passed George off as my brother, but there were many tensions due to our
shiftwork, etc. (we both worked at Post Office Overseas Telegrams) and the difficulty of arranging
meals, etc. So in 1973 George and I moved out to our first grotty ground-floor flat in Battersea, and
my mother was again alone in her council flat. She had two more council flats in Camden, the last
one being a nice place with a front and back garden in Kilburn. My mother was by this time retired,
and enjoyed many cheap pensioners’ holidays in Hastings and Pontins, Pakefield (where the
Wildest Cats Weekenders are now held) with Camden Council.
However my mother told her sister, Olive, about various incidents which happened at the Kilburn
flat, including the Irish neighbors who had fights in the early hours of the morning, the husband
pulling his wife in from the front garden by her hair. They then knocked on my mother's door to
relate what the other had done to them. There were also problems with men frequenting the
nearby pub on Kilburn High Road using the wall of the pub as a urinal. Due to this and other sordid
stories, Olive rang me one day and said: 'We must get your poor mother out of that place; she's
living with the lowest of the low'. So she moved back to Welwyn Garden City in sheltered
accommodation, my aunt and uncle living nearby.
My mother lived in two places in Welwyn Garden City this second time around, moving there in
1989 when she was 75. Two years later George died, and I'll be forever grateful to my mother for
coming over that same day (September 29th, 1991) and doing various unpleasant and difficult
jobs, and just for keeping me company at that difficult time.
In 2001 I managed to get her into a Housing Association sheltered accommodation just 5 or 10
minutes' walk from where I live. It was becoming impossible when she was about 25 miles away in
Welwyn Garden City, and my uncle had rung me saying I needed to sort out my mother's affairs as
they were in a muddle. Her pension hadn't been collected for weeks, her pension credit had been
stopped, and bills were unpaid.
Since 2001 my mother has got used to living just south of the River
Thames for the first time, and we find Battersea quite a good place to
live, despite great changes in the area. We are just 10 minutes or so
walk from the River Thames (my mother in a wheelchair when we go
out), and there are two or three little parks near us. There is also the
much bigger and very varied Battersea Park within walking distance,
and many other nice parks and walks a bus ride away.
My mother and I go to a pensioners' Lunch Club at the Katherine Low
Settlement two days a week, and we also joined a Drama Group there.
My mother has a very loud voice, so projecting was no problem for her.
Photos of many of the people using the Settlement were taken for their
90th birthday celebrations this year, and my mother was featured
prominently in a photographic exhibition at The Pump House Gallery in
Battersea Park - in fact her large photo was seen as you entered the
Gallery.
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The Pump House
Gallery, from the door

Now she is celebrating her 100th birthday and is keen to go on a helicopter ride over London from
nearby Battersea heliport. We will arrange this with my cousin and his wife from Canada, who are
coming over for her birthday. A plucky lady, still smoking since the age of 18 or even earlier, when
her handbag was snatched from the arm of her wheelchair last February, she was determined the
incident would not keep her in, and insisted we go out again the very next day (minus a handbag we never take one with us now.)
I'm now main carer for my mother. My brother, Philip, lives far away in North Yorkshire and is
abroad a lot. As a child my mother and maternal grandmother were constantly taking me to/from
the Middlesex Hospital (off Oxford Street/Tottenham Court Road) for many in-patients and
outpatients stays/visits due to the many operations necessary from my birth to the age of 13.
Being born with a club foot, hare lip and cleft palate, my foot was straightened soon after birth, but
this left my right leg shorter than my left. I then broke my right leg when I was six, and it was in
traction for months. My mother said the birth defects could well have been caused by a German
bomb which blew out the windows of the hospital in March 1945 while she was in there expecting
me. In fact it was to insure I received the best hospital treatment that finally persuaded my mother
to leave my father in 1951, as she discovered a secret plan for him to take me and my brother to
Cyprus on one-way tickets and bring us up there. She feared, probably correctly, that I would not
get the best hospital treatment there and end up a cripple for life.
So I am eternally grateful to my mother for looking after me when growing up and in later years. It
was difficult for her, as with all teenagers/young people I caused her much anxiety. First with my
involvement in peace movement demos where I was sometimes arrested, then my joining the
Communist Party (she joined me on the Party's Lenin Centenary trip to the USSR in 1970 as she
feared I might defect!), and of course having to come to terms with and accept my lifestyle and
choice of life-partner.
We have always, however, shared a common sense of humor, she has traveled extensively
abroad with me, and sometimes with my partner as well, and we now look forward to our twiceyearly holidays in Sandown, Isle of Wight at a friendly hotel opposite the beach.
Her 100th birthday will be a rare occasion for the family to get together. Dorothy is the last
surviving sibling, but there are nephews and nieces and their families, and my brother and his wife
of course (they have no children). It should be a happy occasion.

.
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With thanks to Peter Gold for the images captured from the video of the evening

I knew this event was going to be something special when the restaurant Mr. Angry nominated
that afternoon was offering free food, and it was delicious; I kid you not, just ask John Howard.
The walk to the Spice of Life was a lot shorter than I imagined, and Big John decided not to
strangle the manager for failing to re-tune the piano after a previous night of thumping by some
ignoramus band. Okay, things got a little terse when Big John realized the piano stool was broken,
and he had to make do with a lower chair. The sight reminded me of the towering Jock Mahoney
as TV’s Range Rider who made his horse appear small.
The evening was cast for fun, party style, and most certainly the Spice of Life basement does
provide an intimate location, more like a recording studio with a bar than a West End club.
Everybody who wished to sit not only found a seat but also, for many, a table. For a student of the
music, the evening was to provide authentic renditions of the boogie woogie styles, originating
commercially in the late 1920s and embracing Rock’n’Roll in the mid to late 1950s.
Keith announced Big John Carter as an interpreter of
the styles of Meade ‘Lux’ Lewis, Clarence ‘Pinetop’
Smith and Albert Ammonsl of course Big John jokingly
just had to declare he was not going to play any of their
material. In fact Big John does champion the early
boogie woogie pioneers which reflects in his style, and
did pay homage to Pinetop with “Pinetop’s Boogie” from
1928. John’s left hand is rock solid and rolls effortlessly
“in the groove”, providing a deep bass line for the right
handed blues licks interpretation. The style is spot on
classic boogie woogie without the gimmicks, and has to be the concert curtain raiser for other
players who prefer to add flourishes, maybe from a later era, i.e. late 1940s rhythm & blues and
1950’s Rock’n’Roll. John I guess is a musician’s musician; if you want to hear how it was probably
heard in the 1930s, he is where you start.
Much of John’s repertoire was just made up on the night, and without any other back-up his gusto
depended on audience reaction. The Woodies can tend to be a little academic, and not really
known to be driven to do cart wheels and back flips either during or after a rockin’ session. John
therefore had to, on occasion, stop and request very politely for some rhythmic hand clapping; this
would never happen with an American audience who are much more spontaneous. However what
John probably did not see was the ocean of very smiley faces, and the buzz of sheer toe tapping
enjoyment. I was pleased John did a vocal on “Ain’t Gonna Be Your Low Down Dog No More”.
A lady asked me if the piano was manufactured especially to
produce the boogie woogie sound, and was quite startled when I
replied that the “different” sound was down to the pianists. The
last I saw of that lady she was on her feet jiving with Polly
Meadows seated!
Towards the end of the first set Henri Herbert was introduced to
the stage and, in terms of keyboard dynamite, we were now
elevated to another level. I had been asked earlier what would
the differences be between Big John and Henri, and I had to say
crudely speaking that Henri’s style would probably be more
rockin’, and I was correct. With a slightly less chorded left hand,
and running an extra octave down the bass notes, it was Henri’s
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right hand that drew the gasps. Because of the position of the piano it was not possible to see the
left hand of either pianist, but the right hand was visible, and it was not long before we heard and
saw some Jerry Lee Lewis riffs. The low seat did not bother Henri because for most of the time he
was off it, one leg wrapped round the seat and the other thrust back at a crazy angle. Hovering
over the keyboard, and at times with incredible speed, that right hand ripped across the keys, but
always touching them, a la Jerry Lee.

to be.

The second half again was opened by Big John, then Henri. One
number Henri told us was inspired by John Lee Hooker, and quickly
gave us a few notes of the famous Hooker guitar boogie beat, then
later did an Otis Span number. What really astounded me though
was how Henri reproduced the chugging guitar of the Little Junior
Parker Sun recordings. Henri “got this off Pat (Hare),” probably the
biggest applause of the night. The other tune, which was jawdroppingly magnificent, was a blistering “In The Mood”. Watching
Henri do this faithfully reminded me just how good “The Hawk” used

During the evening John called up two piano guests, one was Pat
McGuiness who did a heavier handed boogie boogie, and The TFTW
Band’s very own Claire Hamlin.
In true Boogie Boogie (Dorset Fest.) fashion, John and Henri doubled up
on the piano, both taking turns to sit and alternating either end of the
keyboard.
Keith closed the evening at 10.25pm; I guess we could have had a five
minute encore but for some that five minutes could have meant a
situation of catching or missing the last train home.
Ken Major

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Big John Carter
A few years ago at the Rhythm Riot boot fair,
boogie-woogie piano player Big John Carter,
on a suggestion from Paul Sanford, made a
bee-line to my ad hoc stall and duly purchased
a book about the blues pianist Little Brother
Montgomery. John’s conversation about
keyboard players was of great interest and
since then I have spent many a toe tapping
hour listening to John’s boogie woogie.

Big John at the Star Club, Hamburg

The Early Years
John was born in 1958 in east London. His
dad, being a first generation Teddy Boy, loved
Rock’n’Roll, mainly the American rockers - Fats Domino, Chuck Berry, Little Richard and Bo
Diddley. For John’s twelfth birthday John received a quid, and spent half on the “Roy Orbison
Sings” album (with Jerry Lee Lewis).
In 1969 John attended South West Ham County Tech., and afterwards had a variety of jobs,
including bedstead upholsterer, builder’s labourer, window cleaner, and along the way became a
qualified carpenter, then with a few friends, started their own double glazing company.
During the 1960s and 1970s, without possession of a TV, John’s electronic media for news was
via the wireless. With his brother Jeff, they used to tune in to various European radio stations to
locate any Rock’n’Roll, boogie woogie and blues.
BJC - “At the age of 16 years my first Rock’n’Roll pub was the General Havelock Golden 50s Club
in Ilford, followed by The Black Raven in its last breath, near Liverpool Street, the Adam & Eve and
Pembury Tavern in Hackney, The Lyceum on the Strand, the Three Rabbits at Manor Park, the
Old Maypole, Barkingside, the Lion and Keys in Leyton, the Plough and Harrow in Leytonstone,
and the last pub I'll mention is the Burnell Arms at East Ham. They all hold many memories.”
The first Rock’n’Roll single John bought was “Chantilly Lace” by the Big Bopper. The first album
with boogie woogie was most probably Neville Dickie's “Back To Boogie”. John and his brother
were partners in any record purchase.
Learning Boogie Woogie
BJC – “The one and only piano lesson I ever took lasted for about 10 minutes. I was 11 years old
and got out of a boring music lesson by volunteering to learn piano. I was led to the main hall
where there were a few boys, was promptly sat down at the baby grand, and was shown how to
play a scale in C. The teacher left the hall, and when the door shut a boy leant over me and said
"Play this". My hair stood up as he played two left hand bass patterns (which I eventually learnt
was a boogie woogie and a blues) which I immediately took to, and within five minutes I had 'em.
The teacher came in and said "Stop that and continue with the scale", and went out again. I being
a bit of a rebel (even then) carried on with the two new left hands. Back in came the teacher and
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told me to leave the hall. The guy who showed me those left hand bass patterns was Roy Carter,
who years later became famous with his band Heatwave.”
BJC – “Other than breaking back into school when it had shut to play the piano, or creeping in and
hiding till it was locked up, I never had my own piano until I was 20 years old. I'd started going to
Cheshire Street/Brick Lane market. In Cheshire Street there was a bloke who had a corner shop,
and he sold second hand pianos, and allowed me to play them. By then I had learnt a few more
bass patterns and a few right hand chords. I got used to the booing and cussing, but I was
teaching myself on the street. Once I got my own piano, things changed rapidly (much to the
annoyance of the neighbours) and the next thing I knew, I was being asked to play in pubs.”
BJC – “My favourite piano was the first I ever had. It was called a Rockley, and Pat Rayford got
that for me. The favourites at the moment are my Yamaha U1 at home, and Julian Phillips’
(organiser of the UK Boogie Woogie Festival) Steinway Grand. It's like a lovely woman, a great
bottom end and fairly bouncy on the top.”
The Rockin’ Years
When John lived in Manor Park, the nearest collectors’ record shop was Moondogs in High Street
North.
BJC - “What a great little shop, (John Callis who worked there was a boogie woogie collector
nutcase), Paul Sanford whose place it was, used to shut up shop (with myself and Rebel Ed).
When Paul came back from the USA, he used to play all the vinyl he'd brought back. He always
chose something great and we'd get first choice of the new material”.
The other record shop John frequented was Vintage Records in Roman Road near Caledonian
Road station, London.
In the 1970s the first rockin’ live show John saw was at the General Havelock pub in Ilford, the
band was The Impalas with Trevor Hawkins poundin' the 88s. Other Rock’n’Roll gigs that stand
out were those which included pianists Rusty Lupton, who inspired John’s boogie woogie playing,
and Dave Taylor. The first theatre Rock’n’Roll show he saw was Fats Domino at Hammersmith
Odeon. The last number he played John remembers was a boogie woogie whilst pushing the
piano offstage with his stomach.
Over the years John has made many Rock’n’Roll friends, and is proud to include Rusty Lupton,
Terry Earl, Cliff Edmonds, Andy Wren and Graham Fenton. Also two DJs whom John does not get
to see too often are Rebel Ed, one of the top rockin' DJs in the 70s, and Little Brian, another great
rockin' DJ from the Adam & Eve pub, again in the 1970s.
As a Fan - Memorable Live Shows
BJC - “The first was “Ol' Blue Suede's Back”, at the Nashville Rooms in 1977, Carl Perkins with
Geraint Watkins on piano and Dave Edmunds on guitar. Before Carl came on to the stage, the
band played great Rock’n’Roll, blues and boogie. A great afternoon with free beer and food. Rebel
Ed, Graham Fenton, my brother and myself got plastered. We had to get back to the Lion & Keys
pub Leyton, ‘cos Matchbox was playing that night. Graham came out and put on the best
performance I ever heard him do!”
BJC - “The next show I'd like to mention was the first boogie woogie gig I and my brother saw. It
was “The Boogie Woogie Allstars” gig at the London Palladium 1985, with Little Willie Littlefield,
Axel Zwingenberger, Katie Webster, Big Jay McNeely, Dana Gillespie and the Mojo Blues Band.
What a fantastic show. A funny story told to me by Axel Zwingenberger, was when it came for Big
Jay McNeely to go on, he liked to come through the fans, playing, and then get on to the stage.
What happened was that you could hear him playing his sax but after 5 minutes there was no sight
of him. Well he'd gone through the wrong door and it shut behind him leaving him on the pavement
outside. He had to walk all the way round the building and come through the main entrance and
then walk down the aisle between the fans. That was when I first spoke to Little Willie Littlefield
(after shooing away two oddbods talking about racial elements to him). He was very courteous,
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and spent a small amount of time talking about boogie woogie elements, then the curtain opened
for the second set.”
The Brick Lane Boogie Boys Years
Although a boogie woogie pianist, John also plays guitar and some dobro, and cut his musical eye
teeth playing in various little London east end pubs, and busking in Cheshire Street and at Brick
Lane market. John’s first band gig was at the Prince Of Wales pub in 1998 at a street festival in
Stoke Newington. Band member Charlie Wilson was interviewed and came up with the band name
on that day – “The Brick Lane Boogie Boys.” John did not declare the gig a success, “bad
atmosphere”.
BJC - “The first residency we had was in Ryan’s Bar in Church Street, Stoke Newington, 1999 I
think. We rocked the place out every month for a couple of years, and never played a bad gig.”
BJC - “The first Brick Lane Boogie Boys album was recorded at Toe Rag Studios, Glynn Road,
Hackney, funnily enough, round the corner to the Adam & Eve pub. The second band album was
recorded at Alchemy Studios, Station Road near Wood Green. When I was about 25, I went into
the Steamrooms Studio, Poplar, and recorded a series of piano sounds meant for adverts.”
Media
BJC – “In July 1977, myself and Rebel Ed were asked to
do an interview for the Melody Maker. The interview was
about Teds vs Punks. We caused a stir at the Melody
Maker offices, and were quickly invited to have a drink at
their local pub where the interview took place, including a
couple of photos.” See the results published in this
article.”
The Brick Lane Boogie Boys have been on air a few
times for Robert Elms’ Radio London. John was asked by
Robert because he'd seen and heard him playing in Brick
Lane, and John convinced him to bring the band in for
the shows. He loved it. Also aired for Resonance FM in
Demark Street. John has appeared on a TV holiday
show, playing piano, busking in Brick Lane.
BJC – “I also recorded a part in the kids programme Blue
Peter, but didn't get aired because a guy in the
background was swearing.”
Some Prominent Names Played With
The Comets, Steve West Weston (BJC “our greatest blues Harmonica player”) and
the Bluesonics, Big Boy Bloater, Benny and
the Flybyniters (from Australia), Cliff and the
Cavaliers (Terry Earl, Cliff Edmonds, Dave
Briggs, Emma Goss), Nigsy Owen, Pete
Pritchard, Little George Sueref, Big Joe
Louis, Chris Corcoran, the Cadillac Kings
and more recently in the boogie woogie
world Julian Phillips, Carl Sonny Leyland,
James Goodwin, Axel Zwingenberger, Vince
Webber, Frank Muschalle, Jean Paul
Amouroux, Jean Pierre Bertrand, Chris
Conz, Eeco Rijken Rapp, Patrick Smett, The
Boogie Brothers, Hamp Goes Wild, Henri

Brick Lane Boogie Boys with The Comets
Herbert and many more.
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The UK Boogie Woogie Festival
It was John who introduced me to the then fledgling UK Boogie Woogie Festival, and we have
both supported this for the last nine years, John as a contributing musician and historian, and I
purely as a paying punter, but I did write an early comprehensive review for UK Rock and Roll
Magazine. See the History group photo taken at this year’s festival.

At the Performance
History of Boogie
Woogie afternoon, UK
Boogie Woogie
Festival 2014.
From left to right,
foreground: Big John
Carter and James
Goodwin.
Background: Carl
Sonny Leyland, Eeco
Rijken Rapp, Ruud
Van Ingen and Jorg
Hegemann.
© Andrew Elias
John also plays the UK Boogie Woogie Club each month. The result of this exposure has included
gigs at the Boogie Woogie Connection, hosted by Axel Zwingenberger and Vince Webber,
Hamburg, Germany. John has also played in the Star Club, Hamburg.
BJC – “I love Hamburg, what a great atmosphere, it was buzzing. I have been to La Roquebrou in
the south of France for the past five years, where they hold probably the biggest boogie woogie
Festival in Europe, and was asked to play in 2011. It's really a boogie woogie playing holiday,
Great!! I've also been a couple times to Switzerland to play at the Boogie on the Hill concerts.
Imagine being halfway up a mountain getting sunburnt taking in all the great scenery. Blinding!!”
And Up To Date
John has two grown up kids John and Nikki, and still lives in London’s
East End, Bow, and Woodies might have seen his partner Jill, working
in S.R.Kelly's pie & mash shop Bethnal Green, but his favourite foods
are a roast beef dinner and beef stew with dumplings. John is an avid
boogie woogie record collector, also vintage R&B/ Rock’n’Roll records
and Kung Fu movies.
BJC – “If you call it a sport, I've been into Kung Fu martial arts since
1972, and have spent many years studying it. If you were to see me
now you'd never know. The last style I practiced for many years was
Lau Gar Kung Fu.”
John has also been involved in a duet with Stewart Panaman on bass
for 10 years or more, calling themselves 4 Hands Of Rhythm.
John enjoys his time spent at Julian Phillips’ house in the holiday
haven county of Dorset, working out boogie woogie piano pieces throughout the year, but still has
fond holiday memories spent with his lovely partner Jill, in Newquay, Cornwall.
Ken Major
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Joel Selvin: Here Comes The Night
The Dark Soul Of Bert Berns and the Dirty Business
Of Rhythm and Blues
Bertrand Russell Berns (hence the pseudonym Bert Russell on
many of his compositions) was born in 1931 to Russian Jewish
immigrant parents who ran a successful dress shop in the Bronx,
New York. In his early teenage years he developed rheumatic
fever, which damaged his heart and reduced his life expectancy.
His parents encouraged him to learn piano, hoping he would
develop a career in classical music.
This book is not a conventional biography. We don’t get detailed
recollections from the friends he grew up with or those he
associated with before he made his name in the music business.
The author is a bit vague about dates and chronology between
Berns’ first dabble in the recording industry in 1949 and his run of
success in the 1960s. We know he developed a taste for Latino
music, which would be reflected in the variations of “La Bamba”
which characterised some of his compositions, and the rhythms
of some of his productions.
What the book does give us is the context into which Berns’
ambitions took him. We learn about the New York music
business, largely based in the Brill Building at 1609 Broadway and the more down-market offices a
couple of blocks away at 1650 Broadway, and how it was affected by the emerging rock and roll.
There is an account of how the payola scandal affected big hitters in the rock and roll world such
as Alan Freed and Dick Clark.
In describing the rise of Atlantic Records and the role of mafia figures like Morris Levy and his
Roulette label, the book covers some of the same territory as Picardie and Wade’s “Atlantic and
the Godfathers of Rock and Roll” (1990). There are stories of some of the movers in the record
business - Florence Greenberg who formed Scepter Records to record the Shirelles, George
Goldner whose gambling habits caused him to lose every business he owned, Leiber and Stoller
who rose from a songwriting team to top producers at Atlantic Records and part-owners of the Red
Bird label.
This was the scene that Berns was to join. He had moved to Greenwich Village where he made
friends with people on the fringes of show-business. Due to his health problems, he was
determined to live life to the full, going out dancing and listening to music whenever he could. His
first marriage, which barely merits a paragraph in the book, failed as a result. Following his love for
Latino music, he spent a couple of months in Cuba in 1958.
In 1949 he discovered Eydie Gorme, and persuaded promoter Sid Bernstein to partner him in a
record company to produce her. He had by then taken an interest in songwriting, and, though he
had little involvement in the business for nearly a decade, a few of his songs were recorded. In
1959 he persuaded a friend to finance him in recording his girlfriend Rita Constance. He made a
few records himself, including a rock and roll version of the Gettysburg address, and recorded a
few other artists with little success, and the company folded. He became a song plugger and was
able to place some of his songs with Lavern Baker and Jimmy Jones.
He had a minor hit with “Push Push” by Austin Taylor. Dion recorded one of his songs for Laurie
Records but it was never released. He finally broke through in 1961 with “A Little Bit Of Soap” by
the Jarmels. He wrote “Twist And Shout” for the Top Notes, but was disappointed with the
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production by the emerging Phil Spector, and decided to be more involved in record production of
his own songs. The following year he produced the same song by the Isley Brothers.
Between 1961 and 1967 he produced 51 hit records, the most successful probably being those by
Solomon Burke. Others included the Exciters, Gene Pitney, Ben E King, Betty Harris, Garnet
Mimms and the Enchanters, The Drifters, Little Esther Phillips and Barbara Lewis. Following the
success of “Twist and Shout” by the Beatles, he became in demand in the UK and produced “Baby
Please Don’t Go” by Them, and two very different versions of “Here Comes The Night” by Lulu
and by Them.
Having succeeded Leiber and Stoller as the main producer for Atlantic, in 1965 he formed Bang
Records with the Atlantic partners Ahmet and Nesuhi Ertegun and Jerry Wexler, but soon had a
falling out with them and continued the label on his own, recording hits including “Piece Of My
Heart” (Erma Franklin), “Hang On Sloopy” (The McCoys), “Are You Lonely For Me” (Freddy Scott)
and “Brown-Eyed Girl” (Van Morrison). When Jerry Wexler decided that white group the
Strangeloves shouldn’t sing “Bo Diddley”, Berns improvised new lyrics and the song became “I
Want Candy”.
Berns knew what was a hit. His strength was to match song to artist, and though some at first
didn’t agree with his choices, chart success changed their mind. When he signed Van Morrison
and Neil Diamond to Bang Records, he had artists who had their own vision of what they wanted
to do. In December 1967 he was in dispute with Morrison. Diamond wanted to leave the label, and
was threatened with violence from Berns’ mob associates. On 30 December, Berns’ heart
problems caught up with him and he died at the age of 38.
Though this book is a bit sketchy about the decade between 1949 and 1959, it is good on Berns’
career as a producer, on the music industry in general, and on Berns’ association with some of the
more dubious characters in that industry. Well worth a read.
Alan Lloyd

All these events are brought to you by our esteemed TFTW Social Secretary Mr John Jolliffe:
Here is the 2014 list of TFTW OUT & ABOUT social activities. Something for everyone. Full
details, meet up times etc, nearer the date.
The social side of the TFTW organisation incorporates the TFTW Thursday Club, TFTW
Mashers Club, TFTW Ale Club, and the TFTW Sunday Outings Club. It aims to provide a
friendly environment, chiefly through a programme of social events. If you haven't yet discovered
the joys, why not come and join us, you'll be very welcome.
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UP and COMING
(Please note there are some date changes)
Thursday 21st August. Mashers go to war. Pie & Mash at Manze's, before heading off to the
Imperial War Museum. After a £40 million top to bottom renovation the war museum has reopened
its doors and is now bigger and bolder than ever, with more themed areas and galleries. We will
allow plenty of time to get around the artefacts, interactive displays and immersive spaces,
including a redesigned 'trench experience'. (Meet Borough 12.30)
Friday 29th August. Monthly Gang Meet Up. Our annual visit to the Tattershall Castle. Meet from
around 18.00. Tattershall Castle, moored on the Thames, Victoria Embankment SW1A 2HR
(Embankment Tube). Dining to be arranged on the night. NOTE: Embankment Station: From
Wednesday 8 January until Friday 31 October, Bakerloo and Northern line trains will not stop at
this station. Please use Charing Cross instead. District and Circle Line trains will be running as
normal.
Friday 12th September (instead of the 18th). A late morning/afternoon around Portobello Road.
Maybe lunch at Cockneys Pie & Mash, or at one of the many eateries around the area. There will
be plenty of time to check out the record shops, markets, collectible outlets etc. Finally we shall go
to the Museum of Brands. Surround yourself with mementos of your wayward childhood. (Meet
Ladbroke Grove tube)
Friday 26th September. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
** Thursday 16th October ** TBA. Please note that the Fullers Griffin Brewery Tour, Chiswick has
been put back to the 20th November to accommodate more drinkers.
Friday 31st October. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Thursday 20th November. Fullers Griffin Brewery Tour, Chiswick. The tour includes all aspects
of beer making, culminating with the highlight of any tour, the tasting session. Tickets must be
booked in advance, so a head count will be taken nearer the time. (Hammersmith or Turnham
Green tube. TBA).
Friday 28th November. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Tuesday 30th December. Christmas Gang Meet Up. We shall once again return to our festive
location, the Strand Carvery.
Once again the TFTW social club has been out & about with a variety of events.
Here is a brief summary of recent activities.
27th June. Monthly meet-up.

excellent quality, and above all very reasonably priced.
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Yet another excellent turn out at the
Glasshouse Stores in Brewer Street.
For the West End on a Friday evening
the bar was not crowded and very
acceptable bar prices, the beer
anyway. Leaving two behind, ten
Woodies than descended to Gerrard
Street, the heart of China Town. At
random we plumped for the Black Bean
Chinese Restaurant. The set menu
selection was very plentiful, varied, and

Yet another Woodie restaurant to add to the must return sooner than later list.
12th June. Nine members of the TFTW ALE
CLUB descended on Southwark, sampling
various beers in some historic and unique pubs.
Sensible drinking was the order of the day, and
the glorious weather meant most of that was done
outside. Good to meet Woodie Alan McDonald for
the first time. Also John Spencely returning to the
fold after his recent illness, and Dave Thomas
who travelled down from Shrewsbury to show us
Southerners how to sup.
Pubs visited.
1 The Wellington at Waterloo
2 The Kings Arms in Roupell Street (Historic pub)
3 The Rose & Crown in Colombo Street (Traditional English pub)
4 The Charles Dickens in Union Street (Ale served here since the 19th century)
5 The Lord Clyde in Clennam Street (Represents the finest traditions of the great British boozer)
Every good pub crawl ends with a curry, and no exception here, as the majority ended the day at
the Truly Indian restaurant in Borough High Street.
29th June. LEIGH ON SEA FOLK FESTIVAL. A small number of Woodies made their way to
Leigh on Sea, for a very excellent afternoon of music, sea food, folk dancing, displays etc.

Taking place along the picturesque promenade were numerous small stages, set up in all nooks
and crannies, all featuring a wide variety of
folkie music. Add to this a selection of food
wagons and stalls - the fresh cockles were
superb. Music highlight for me was the long
standing group the Famous Potatoes,
ploughing their unique 'soil music' furrow. Car
parks were taken over by parades, assorted
clog and Morris dancers, by the likes of Peg
Leg Unicorn, Cockleshell Clogs, West Cliff
Piping Society etc.
A very enjoyable, well organised afternoon. Special thanks to Mary and John Howard who fed and
watered us later back at their place.
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10th July. BBC BROADCASTING HOUSE TOUR.

This was an amazing peek behind the scenes of the BBC broadcasting hub in London, particularly
the radio and television news studios. The guides were very informative and engaging. There was
the opportunity for some interactive events like reading the news and weather. I had the
opportunity to do the weather forecast, and although I lost Wales, a good job I did too. There was
a chance to have a go at making our very own radio drama, complete with music and sound
effects. This activity brought forth the hidden talents of many Woodies. We were shown the studio
which is home to The One Show, and were surprised how small the studio actually is. We were
allowed to sit on the famous sofa that many personalities have sat on before. A very enlightening
and very interesting couple of hours. Did you know the BBC employ over 3000 news gatherers,
and have their own in house travel agent?
25th July. Monthly meet-up. Once again Woodies
outnumbered other patrons at the undeniably
engrossing décored Windsor Castle in Edgware.
Normally when we meet up here we compete with
the Handlebar Club. If you are interested, this is
the club for gentlemen sporting stupendous
handlebar moustaches. Just up the road is a
favourite Woodies eating place, Patogh Persian
restaurant, and that's where we ate tonight. Armed
with alcohol from the local Waitrose, we are
packed in on the upper floor, where we enjoyed
delicious breads, hummus, dips and various
skewered grill meats etc. Very enjoyable evening
and remarkable value.

DINER OF THE MONTH…

Mr Ungry… I mean Angry
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Another French Letter to the Editor
Howdy Keith,
Thanks for the great new issue of "Tales From The Woods"
and it was kind of you to pay a nice farewell to Mac Curtis,
Franny Beecher and Lewis Lymon. Hope these great singers
will be long remembered and their music long heard before we
will have to leave this old earth to meet them. The Mr R&B
saga is very interesting and it looks like a bright idea to team
with Bo on some features. Thanks for the report about
Hemsby. It's always good to read about Art Adams and Al
Hendrix! Two great guys!
Keep feeding me with this fine magazine while our friend
Breathless Dan sips his Hadacol's flash. Just for kicks here is a
picture showing our Sun rooster stuck in our garden. Kinda
rusty but it's been a long way from Memphis. Ha. ha!
Kindest regards from France.
Dominique
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Nick Cobban wasn’t the only one who went to Spain in June and here John Howard tells us
what he thought of the show. Our thanks to Nick from whom we stole the various photos.
It's odd the way some weekenders and music festivals in Europe seem to have larger talent
budgets than their UK counterparts, particularly when it comes to fifties Rock’n’Roll.
While a UK show would be happy to boast five American stars, shows like the Screamin' Festival
in Calella, Spain, regularly feature ten Transatlantic celebrities, in addition to the cream of the crop
from the UK, and up and coming European acts.
This year's festival had Freddy Cannon as top of the bill, plus Ace and Sun label originals Alton
and Jimmy, masked mystery men Los Straitjackets, doo-wop hitmaker Tommy Hunt, two of the
world's top three rockabilly fillies Rosie Flores and Marti Brom, the big-voiced Gizelle (not so Li'l
any longer), Alex Vargas and some great acts from France, Italy, and, naturally, Spain.
It may well be that fest organisers in Spain get a better level of support from their local councils.
The Mayor of Calella writes the introduction to the programme notes, and must be aware that the
thousands who attend fill hotels slightly ahead of the main tourist season. It must also help that
both Screamin', and the February Rockin' Race in Malaga are run by record label bosses.
Considering the size of the bill, the vast number of crowds, and the variables that could go wrong,
it's amazing that Screamin' festival organiser and topman at El Toro Records’ Carlos Diaz appears
to keep his cool the whole time. But he does, and the six day event seems to run like clockwork.
With budget UK airlines running more and more flights to Spain, reasonable hotel prices, cheap
drinks, and great weather, it's little surprise that more and more northern Europeans, and lots
more Brits, are adding Spain to their annual Rock’n’Roll itinerary.
The main venue for Screamin' is called Fabrica, in English, a former factory with two vast rooms,
one for live shows, the other reserved for deejays and dance floors, vendors of records, CDs, Tshirts, clothing, and more, and a long bar. The sound system in the main room is superb, with
reinforcement halfway down its length, and live music gets under way as the sun goes down,
around 10pm. It goes on until 4a.m explaining why a mid-afternoon siesta remains popular in
Spain.
Double Six, a Spanish Teddy Boy band of more than ten years standing didn't so much as start
proceedings as kick open the door with a lively set including such well received material as Crazy
Cavan's Teddy Boy Boogie and Bobby Angelo's Baby Sitting.
First American act was doo-wopper Tommy Hunt, looking exactly like his photo at the entrance to
the Apollo theatre, Harlem, where he appeared with his group The Flamingos all those years ago.
Wearing a bright red jacket, he proved he has lost none of the vocal dexterity that took I Only
Have Eyes For You to US number one, and still has an easy charm that goes beyond the
footlights.
Wistful, and original, ballads like A Kiss From Your Lips, I'll Be Home, and Lovers Never Say
Goodbye were balanced by solid rockers, particularly Crazy Crazy Crazy that had the audience
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joining in the chorus. Backing him were what were described as His New Flamingos but are
otherwise Spain's Velvet Candles. The showstopper was an arrangement of Ol' Man River,
recorded by The Flamingos, that was both deeply moving and a showcase for Tommy's powerful
voice.
More superb doo-wop was to follow, courtesy of Freddy
Velas and the Silvertones, Italians from Sicily with a
perfect command of both English, and the genre. And they
even play their own instruments. Freddy, who has lived in
London, can sound uncannily like Frankie Valli when he
wants to, and plays lead guitar, too, with numbers like Si Si
Si, Day By Day, and, since Dion recorded it in Italian, an
Italian language take on Donna the Prima Donna.

© Nick Cobban

From the UK King Brothers they did 6.5 Jive, the Four
Winds’ Marie, and Larry Chance and the Earls’ Kissin'.
They also write their own material, and record for El Toro.
The other European group that came close to stealing the
show was Nico Duportal and his Rhythm Dudes, who call
Paris home and were given their own spot, and also had the
chance to back some of the visitors. Nico's Going Back to
You opened his account, and proved, as MC Big Sandy
indicated in his introduction, that this was one of the fastest
rising Rock’n’Roll acts in the world.
He also underlined his taste in another part of the show
when he announced he was about to sing a number by his
© Nick Cobban
favourite group, and failed to name them. That's the Five
Royales, Nico, and they're my favourite, too. The number?
Think. The group manage to play accentless roots Rock’n’Roll to perfection, and they come to the
UK for November's Rhythm Riot, so don't miss them.
Alton and Jimmy recorded for two of the most
iconic labels of the Rock’n’Roll era, Ace and
Sun, and made great recordings for both, and
played most of them on the night. Alton Lott
has more of an ongoing career than his cousin,
Jimmy Harrell but these Rockabilly Hall of
Famers make the sweetest music when they
sing in harmony, and it's their joint names on
the Ace label rockers like Made In The Shade
and Looking For Someone.

© Nick Cobban

Both white-haired and in their seventies, it's
Alton who does most of the talking and sings
lead, and, thanks to a fine authentic backing
from the UK's Doel Brothers, presented a fine
and authentic set. Other stand-out tracks included No More Crying the Blues and I Just Don't
Know among other tracks they cut for Sun in Memphis, when they were backed by some of the
best known denizens of that iconic label. That success gave them a swerve was no reflection on
their playing or writing skills. Most enjoyable.
Watching their set intently were both The Jets and Graham Fenton who would be taking to the
stage immediately after them, which was maybe the reason that someone upped the echo to
eleven.
The Jets played a taster of their own material, including their excellent version of Yes Tonight
Josephine, before Graham Fenton took the stage in blue cap, gloves and leather trousers for an
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extended workout on Gene Vincent material, starting with Crazy Legs. He was well received even
if the best place to hear the show was at the back of the hall due to the pointlessly high volume.
Big Sandy © Nick Cobban

Big Sandy came up with the concept of Los
Straitjackets, so it was good to see them reunited, even
if illness shrunk the 'Jackets’ line-up to three, from a high
of five in Las Vegas a month before. A pity they did not
start their set until after 3 a.m.
Probably the biggest name on the Friday was Freddy
Cannon who played maybe six of his best known
numbers including Tallahassee Lassie, Way Down
Yonder in New Orleans and Action before giving a nod to
Graham Fenton and Matchbox who had a UK hit revival
of Freddy's Buzz Buzz A Diddle It, which Freddy led
straight into Abigail Beecher.

A slight cold meant Freddy did not move about onstage as much as he would have liked, but it
didn't seem to affect his voice as he went through the Rock’n’Roll songbook to give us Shake
Rattle and Roll, followed by some choice Berry classics and then Palisades Park.
Earlier, an All-Star Doo Wop show featuring no less
than eight separate singers wowed lovers of group
harmony, and the Doel Brothers were able to
demonstrate their almost unbelievable vocal
authenticity on, amazingly, original numbers that
sounded time-shifted from the mid-fifties.

Doel Brothers © Nick Cobban

It was left to Barcelona's own Los Mambo Jambo
to close out the evening with their excellent sax-led
instrumental stylings which haven't been heard
since Dave Burgess left The Champs, and Chuck
Rio died.
By Saturday night the main hall was near to
bursting as London's own Sister Cookie charmed
with both her voice and her endearing audience rapport.
The Starliters, together for nearly 20 years, combine hillbilly with rockabilly and give no indication
at all of their Italian roots in a welcomed set before France's Don Cavalli took the stage to mix
touches of rockabilly with what could only be described as Americana.
The stage was set for a rare pairing of Rosie Flores and Marti Brom. Guitar swinging Texan
Rosie continues to feature the best of Janis Martin to honour the late queen of rockabilly, while
Marti's alarming great voice reminds one of Patsy Cline. Together, they complemented one
another.
Final act of the day was the ever-reliable Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers, 43 years on
and still rocking hard, although it's entirely possible Cavan's Little Sister may have crashed her
motorbike by now. They have been a major influence on maybe half the acts on the bill and are
considered legendary here in Spain. As they found out the following day when they attempted to
walk around Old Town Calella where they were cheered everywhere they went.
This review has merely touched on the weekender, making no mention of the beach parties, the
dance competitions, the car and bike show and little more than 50 per cent of the acts. So, to get
the full picture, might I suggest you book now for next year? There will be lots of surprises.
John Howard
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Porretta Soul Festival – 17-20 July 2014
The twenty-seventh annual Porretta Soul Festival, of which
the music of Memphis and Otis Redding remains its raison
d'être, came and went, providing yet again testimony to the
ability of Artistic Director and Founder, Graziano Uliani, in
the face of the continuing passing of the good and the
great, to come up with a line-up of artists who excited or
surprised.
The challenge of balancing the differing aspirations and
tastes of soul music fans against the financial constraints
of putting on the festival in a small town in the province of
Emilia-Romagna in Italy remains a constantly difficult one.
Compromise is inevitable. The need to rely on one group of
musicians to back the overwhelming majority of singers immediately places a limit on the number
of songs that can be prepared so that an over-reliance on ‘soul standards’, which are necessary to
please some members of the audience, is the sad outcome for others.
Friday, the first day proper of the festival, began with Capital Strokes, an Italian funk band led by
Randy Roberts, son of Rocky Roberts, an American boxer and singer, who according to IMDb
“introduced soul music to Italy, and set fashion trends for Italian youths in the 1960s”. The attire of
the younger Roberts was black hat, tight black jeans and black shirt worn more and more
décolleté as the set proceeded, no doubt out of respect to il padre. Joining him out front on vocals
was the flamingo figure of Anna Funds.
It is somehow reassuring that funk music, an offshoot of 1960s soul music, remains much-loved
among the young of various countries today. Of course the fact that a number of hard core soul
fans can only tolerate a bare minimum was the cause of a few disgruntled faces as the long set
(just over an hour) progressed. One gentleman was heard to remark, rather unkindly, that it had
gone on one song too long: the first one.
However there were some songs to enjoy, particularly those reflecting the softer side of the genre
where the influence of Earth Wind & Fire was apparent. The straight ahead funk of We Are The
Strikes was no bad thing either.
The Muscle Shoals All Star Band © Paul Harris

The stage was then readied for the musicians who were to bear the heaviest workload at the
festival. They came together under the name The Muscle Shoals All Star Band, and comprised
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Jimmy Johnson (rhythm guitar), Will McFarlane (lead guitar), David Hood (bass guitar), Harvey
Thompson Jr (keyboards), Kevin McKendree (keyboards), Lynn Williams (drums), Mickey Buckins
(percussion), Kenny Anderson (tenor sax), Doug Moffet (baritone sax), Steve Herrman (trumpet),
and Billy Huber (trombone). On backing vocals were Carla Russell, Marie Lewey and Cindy
Walker.
The band was superb throughout, making it look so easy that some were to suggest that they
appeared disinterested. Nothing could be further from the truth, and the fact of the matter is that
the band was so good its slogan could well have been ‘No fuss. No histrionics. Just right’. Indeed it
would have been difficult for anyone not to look good when singing in front of a band of the quality
of this one.
Carla Russell © Paul Harris

After a short warm-up, an instrumental version of Rufus
Thomas Is Back In Town, the capable contribution of
Carla Russell, was Etta James’ Tell Mama and the first
Aretha Franklin cover of the festival, I Never Loved A
Man The Way I Love You. She is a member of the
Alabama band Kozmic Mama, and her singing voice
was reminiscent of Janis Joplin, though not so equine.

Dressed in a cream suit and matching hat (with feather
– a feature at this festival) was Theo Huff, a young man
from Chicago who fell in love with soul music at an early
age and whose favourite singer is Tyrone Davis:
clearly a man of good taste. His impressive rendering
Theo Huff © Paul Harris
of two Johnnie Taylor songs, Who’s Making Love
and Last Two Dollars (the latter written by the great
George Jackson) was a highlight of the evening and
left the audience wanting more.
Next up was Vaneese Thomas, one of the
daughters of Rufus Thomas, the spiritual father of the
Porretta Soul Festival. Granted a much longer settime than previously, it was disappointing that we
only got one song from any of her albums and that
was Ten Times The Man You Are, which came from a new album dedicated to her father. She
also sang his 1963 hit Walking The Dog, and
requested
we
go
to
her
website
(http://vaneesethomas.com/) and sign a petition to
get Rufus inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame.

Vaneese Thomas © Paul Harris

Another cover I’d Rather Be An Old Man’s
Sweetheart (Than A Young Man’s Fool) was chosen
as Candi Staton is one of her favourite singers, and
for the remainder Aretha Franklin (whose father the
Reverend CL Franklin married her parents) held
sway with Chain Of Fools, (You Make Me Feel Like)
A Natural Woman and Respect (allowing for the fact
that this song was originally recorded by Otis
Redding, its composer).

This sort of material is meat and drink to a singer of her quality, and very enjoyable it was too.
Another view might be that her singing voice is too ‘pure’ and more suited to the smoother soul of
the ’80s and ’90s. For example, if covers were required, it would be a real treat to hear her sample
the Phyllis Hyman songbook.
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An unexpected inclusion at the festival was Jimmy Hall, best
known as the lead singer of the southern rock group Wet Willie.
In spite of reservations that he might be out of place at a soul
festival on the basis of having sung with the Allman Brothers
band and Jeff Beck, and that he looked like he had just finished
reading the Sunday newspapers, his set was a minor triumph.
His was an excellent choice of songs, including appropriately
enough two by Eddie Hinton, a one-time member of the Muscle
Shoals Rhythm Section who had once appeared at the festival.
Both, I’ve Been This Way For Too Long and Things Got To Get
A Little Bit Salty revealed a singer of some talent. Good though
his version of the second one was, most fans of Bobby Womack
and his recording will have surely concluded that that Jimmy
wasn’t in the same home straight. Carla Russell joined him for a
duet on Ray Charles’ (Night Time Is) The Right Time. And after
the grammarian Little Milton’s Grits Ain’t Groceries, he went out
in style with Wet Willie’s biggest hit, the catchy Keep On Smilin’.

Jimmy Hall © Paul Harris

Festival headliner and southern soul singer-songwriter
Denise LaSalle, with the assistance of her guitarist
Jonathan Ellison (whose parents formed the gospel
group The Ellison Family), ended the night. She
captured the audience with a selection of songs from
her long career starting with Still The Queen. Others
included Someone Else Is Steppin’ In, Trapped By A
Thing Called Love and Drop That Zero. The final
number of her set was her version of the zydeco
favourite My Toot Toot, inviting a few audience
Denise LaSalle © Paul Harris
members up on stage to dance. The definition of a
‘toot toot’ seems to vary from performer to performer.
In Denise’s case, she appears to have been influenced by someone like Marvin Sease. After
emcee Rick Hutton came on and congratulated her on her recent birthday, ungallantly adding on
five years in the process, she came back for an earthy Man Sized Job.
The Saturday night show began with the appearance of a singer and a band of whom I very much
doubt that more than a handful had heard before the line-up was announced. Yet by the end of the
festival, they were the top highlight of many in the audience.
Frank Bey was born in Georgia, and at the age of
seventeen joined the Otis Redding Revue and worked
as the opening act for several years. After dropping out
of the music business until the turn of the millennium, he
joined up with San Franciscan guitarist Anthony Paule
and his band. For a band ploughing traditional genres,
their mix of urban blues and soul was nigh on perfect
with unpredictable covers as well as well-written new
songs that captured the feeling of the originals.
The band, with the afore-mentioned Anthony Paule on
guitar, comprised keyboard, a three-person horn section
Frank Bey © Paul Harris
(sax, trumpet and trombone), bass guitar, drums and
one occasional backing vocalist, and were unflashy and relaxed, as you would expect a working
band to be. The lithe senior citizen Frank Bey was casually dressed, wearing a waistcoat over the
top of a short-sleeved white shirt, and on his head a boater which shaded a grey goatee beard. He
sat down to sing from time to time, but he could not keep still and was soon back on his feet. His
vocals, raspy with the emotion that comes from experience, were turned suitably to the style and
tempo of each song.
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A selection of the songs included Still Called The Blues (Johnnie Taylor), Ain’t That Loving You
(Bobby Bland), I’m Leavin’ You (Anthony Paule), and a marvellous Hard Times (Ray Charles).
Prior to singing It’s So Good To Have Your Company, he dedicated their performance to the late
Ernesto De Pascale who had worked so hard to get them over to Porretta. Animal lovers were
catered for with Buzzard Luck and Don’t Mess With The Monkey, and John Lennon’s Imagine was
as an opportunity to wave paper ‘Peace’ hearts (previously distributed to the audience), and to
promote peace in the world – some hope. The three best numbers for me were I Don’t Know Why
(written by Willie Mitchell), Get Your Money Where You Spend Your Time, and a wonderful Where
You Been So Long (Mighty Sam McClain).
The stage was then turned over to The Muscle Shoals
All Star Band to back the rest of the evening’s artists
commencing with Guitar Shorty, for whom the horn
section was not at first required. The Houston-born
bluesman has been around since the fifties when he was
in the Ray Charles band for a year, later recording for the
Chicago Cobra record label before moving to New
Orleans where he joined the band of Guitar Slim and
learned to do somersaults and forward rolls on stage.

Guitar Shorty © Paul Harris

Not the first bluesman to appear at Porretta, nevertheless
it was still a shock to the system, especially when the
emphasis was on power and decibels such that an
amplifier had to be replaced during the performance.
Marathon soloing was the order of the day, the songs just
the starting point. On It’s Too Late, from his newest
album, Guitar Shorty went on a walkabout, the audience
stood up; the aptly-named guitarist disappeared from
view, lapped the back of the stage, and returned via the
opposite side to his departure still playing his guitar.

Horns re-appeared to beef up Born Under A Bad Sign,
and Shorty showed off his guitar tricks, playing it with his teeth, one-handed, and behind his back,
but sadly there were no acrobatics. He finished his hour-long set with Hey Joe, a song most
connected to Jimi Hendrix, who is said to have been influenced by him, having watched him play
following Shorty’s marriage to his half-sister.
Guitar Shorty’s brand of Texas blues is not to everyone’s taste however. Although designed to
excite, after a period of loud and lengthy soloing, interest starts to stray and the words ‘too much’
(not in the hippy sense) come to mind. But it was a change for the musical palette and there was
some enjoyment to be had as well.
Hailing from Memphis but having relocated to
Chicago for twenty-five years, Chick Rodgers
remains best known as just a covers singer, which
is something of a shame. Despite her almost frail
stature, on this night partly disguised by a pair of
loose-fitting black trousers, she has a very strong
voice that seems to defy her physique.
Her three songs, Respect, Ain’t No Way, and Dr
Feelgood were all from the Aretha Franklin
songbook and were sung with the deep emotion
that her gospel background instilled in her. It was
noticeable looking at members of the respected
backing band that it wasn’t just the audience that
clearly loved it.
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Chick Rodgers © Paul Harris

Dressed in white jacket, shoes and cheese-cutter, Chilly Bill
Rankin, a member of John Gary Williams’ Mad Lads and also
brother to Toni Green, appeared to return us to the festival’s bad
old days when there was always someone required to be an
Otis Redding impersonator. Thankfully his renditions of I’ve
Been Loving You Too Long (To Stop Now) and Try A Little
Tenderness were not facsimiles but his own interpretations,
entirely suited to his personality and singing voice, and all the
better for it.
After the band returned from a well-earned break, Graziano
Uliani ventured on stage to present the annual Sweet Soul
Music Award for contributions to soul music. This year it went to
three
people:
Jimmy
Johnson
Sweet Soul Music Awards © Paul Harris
and David Hood
(both
founding
members of the
Chilly Bill Rankin © Paul Harris
Muscle
Shoals
Rhythm Section –
aka The Swampers) and Mickey Buckins. Before
receiving the awards Jimmy Johnson took hold of the
mic to express how much he and David Hood missed
their friend Roger Hawkins and the late Barry Beckett
(the other two founding members).
Another Memphis-born singer who started out in gospel
was Jerry Jones. He was also lead vocalist of ’70s
Memphis funk band Brothers Unlimited, and had a
connection with the backing group having once been
recorded by Mickey Buckins. He appeared to be another
artist who had stumbled into Stars In Your Eyes, though this
time as Solomon Burke. Fortunately (for his health),
although a trainee, he had nowhere near the girth, and he
sang Got To Get You Off My Mind and Cry To Me more
than well enough to do both the songs and himself justice.
Dubbed by Rick Hutton in his introduction ‘La regina di
Porretta’, Toni Green, after numerous appearances at the
festival, carries herself on stage in a manner befitting her rise through the ranks over the years.
That she has a terrific singing voice should not be in doubt, but the overall effect is lessened for
me by a few minor things.
Jerry Jones © Paul Harris

She appeared as usual in a specially designed dress,
though not a designer one, and one in which the hot
pants detracted from the glamour of her presentation.
In my (inexpert) opinion she should also drop the hair
attachment; she looked much more attractive in her
current hairstyle.
Musically it was a good start with the dance-oriented
Bustin’ Loose (Chuck Brown), and Tell Mama, but
they would have been even better without the
interjections and exhortations to the audience. Plus
the long speeches at the end of each song tended to
kill any momentum she had been endeavouring to
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Toni Green © Paul Harris

create. The dropping to one knee and the audience walkabout have become predictable features
of her performances. However, when she just sings the songs she can sing as well as anyone.
Her two Aretha Franklin songs were I Never Loved A Man (The Way I Love You) and Do Right
Woman, Do Right Man. But the highlights for me were (If Loving You Is Wrong) I Don’t Want To
Be Right, a hit for both Luther Ingram and Millie Jackson, and I’d Rather Go Blind (an Etta James
Muscle Shoals recording) on which she had to read the words, singing it she said for the first time.
An unexpected finale to the main night was when Jerry Jones and Chilly Bill Rankin dropped
their respective soul legend personas (or personae) and returned as Sam & Dave. They had also
changed their outfits, though hat-wise Jerry Jones had retained his whereas Chilly Bill Rankin was
now sporting a brown trilby with feather.
They moved around the stage as Sam and Dave had done, but wisely made no attempt to
replicate the fantastic dance steps of the originals. Hold On I’m Coming, When Something Is
Wrong With My Baby, and Soul Man may have been heard many times at the festival before, but
apart from when Sam Moore himself appeared, it is doubtful that they have been sung any better.
This should have been the end, but Rick Hutton, leader of the ‘One more time’ Popular Front,
wanted another song for his acolytes. David Hood was having none of it and started to walk off the
stage, the rest of the band following. As they started to do an about-turn, instructions appeared to
come from stage-side that the night’s entertainment was indeed over. Apart from the late starts
each day, this decision and the stricter turnarounds suggest that the festival has at long last got a
stage manager who actually manages.
Frank Bey © Paul Harris

tasteful guitar-playing stood out.

The return of Frank Bey & The Anthony Paule Band
to start Sunday evening’s programme was very much
welcome, and they managed to delight their new-found
fans by including in their hour-plus set no less than five
songs not sung the night before.
The first of these was a lovely slow blues, You Don’t
Know Nothing About Love, a Jerry Ragovoy
composition which he recorded on Carl Hall in 1967, but
better known by BB King. I Want To Change Your Mind
was fine, if not outstanding, but an original song, I Just
Can't Go On (Christine Vitale) was a superb piece of
deep soul. Bed For My Soul was an infectious toetapper, and Little Milton’s That’s What Love Will Make
You Do was another of the astute cover choices. It all
added up to another excellent set to match that of the
night before, and again on which Anthony Paule’s

There was a break for the stage set-up to be re-arranged for The Muscle Shoals All Star Band
and the part of the evening billed as ‘Muscle Shoals Tribute’, with artists from the first two nights
re-appearing but with their sets truncated. This did not happen to Carla Russell who still got two
songs, I’ll Take You There and Respect Yourself, both originally recorded by the Staple Singers,
whose lead singer Mavis Staples has the more gravelly of the two voices.
An artist who had not appeared before (not as a singer anyway), the band’s percussionist Mickey
Buckins, was unexpectedly called down to sing The Dark End Of The Street, which was penned
by Dan Penn and Chips Moman. He threw himself into the song, switching his vibrato on and off in
an impassioned rendition, which prompted those lucky enough to have been there to recall
witnessing the great James Carr sing the same song in Utrecht and/or Blackheath many years
ago.
This time Theo Huff had selected brown as his dominant colour of attire. Glitter adorned his jacket
lapels, pocket flaps, thin stripes down the side of each trouser leg, and hat sash. He had not
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bulked up to approximate the figure of Percy Sledge, whose lifetime annuity song When A Man
Loves A Woman he had chosen. It did not quite come off for me, and another Johnnie Taylor
song, even a repeat, would have been better.
Chick Rodgers © Paul Harris

Chick Rodgers, in three-quarter length printed
summer dress revealing the matchstick illusion of
her lower limbs, continued down her list of Aretha
Franklin songs with a powerfully sung (You Make
Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman. It was impressive
enough to draw applause from Will McFarlane and
David Hood as well as the excited audience, to the
extent that there was an outburst of anger when
Rick Hutton announced there was not to be a
second song due to time constraints. He managed
to quieten down the audience after saying
something to them in Italian, presumably a threat
to sing himself.

Chilly Bill Rankin, looking smart in shiny strawberry-red jacket and waistcoat, each with brown
lapels to match trousers and hat, triumphed on A Change Is Gonna Come, no doubt inspired by
the Otis Redding version (in keeping with the ethos of the festival) rather than that of the composer
Sam Cooke.
He may have changed the colour of his jacket, but the hat of Jerry Jones with red feather
remained the same. No attempt to ape Wilson Pickett was made on Mustang Sally, one of the top
ten soul songs to avoid. I think the cultivation of my aversion to it began many years ago when I
was a naybut and swapped my Ben E King What Is Soul? forty-five for the wicked one’s hit.
Joined by her guitarist Jonathan Ellison, Denise LaSalle drew on her southern soul songbook to
give friendly female advice on how to deal with a no-good man. The pointed instruction “Don’t let
the sun rise on his arse” evolved into Drop That Zero. And there was no fear of flying in the
performance of her Toot Toot, which brought many to their feet. It was warming to see the terrific
reaction that this septuagenarian can still arouse in an audience.
The contribution of Guitar Shorty was a slow blues instrumental which started out as a guitar duet
with Will McFarlane, as they both played with subtlety instead of Shorty’s preferred hammer down
approach. Gradually other members of the band, apart from the horns, enrolled themselves and
the intensity increased to bring this workout to a happy conclusion.
Toni Green, in white dress, reprised Bustin’ Loose,
chucking in some audience participation and audience
members dancing on the stage, and (If Loving You Is
Wrong) I Don’t Want To Be Right, interrupting the start
of Will McFarlane’s solo with a request to “put your
hands together” for the band. Then she invited fellow
Memphian Vaneese Thomas, also in a white dress, to
join her in a duet on Do Right Woman, Do Right Man.
They sang beautifully solo and together, each voice
different but close enough to blend. It was glorious stuff.

Toni & Vaneese © Paul Harris

Then The Quincy Avenue Rhythm Band, a choir of
youngsters from Denver, Colorado, filed on to the
stage. They had been augmented by some Italians who
had attended the workshop that Vaneese had been
running during the week, and numbered about twenty. As she explained, she always starts out
with spirituals, and the number chosen was a freedom song that had been covered by Sweet
Honey & The Rock titled Run Mona Run. It was just the sort of surprise performance that adds to
the special nature of the festival. Another surprise was noticing among the singers a man who had
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previously posed as a waiter, and who had an unusual way of extracting a smile when taking a
photograph.
Vaneese Thomas remained for her two allocated numbers, the first of which was I’m Your
Puppet, sung as a duet with her friend whose name (I think) was Bernita Myles. Another
Memphian, George Jackson, was venerated with the Bob Seger hit Old Time Rock And Roll, on
the demo of which the Muscle Shoals Rhythm section had played. But it is not a soul song.
The casually dressed Jimmy Hall was another who had apparently received the call from Matthew
Kelly and had decided to be Wilson Pickett for the night. That Dyke & The Blazers and Chris
Kenner first recorded Funky Broadway and Land Of 1000 Dances respectively should be
discounted as Wilson Pickett had the bigger hits. Jimmy Hall is an accomplished singer and he
carried them both off in style.
The finale was one of the festival staples, as Sweet Soul Music brought back all the singers who
had been supported by the Muscle Shoals band, apart from Guitar Shorty. It had all the
sentimentality that an end of school year song brings. At the end the singers exited, allowing the
three backing singers to come forward to sing a moving gospel number I’m Pressing On, which I
have read was written by Bob Dylan for his album Saved. The departed singers returned, joined
in, the song ended, and it really was all over. Rick Hutton invited us all to return next year.
Graziano Uliani did the same to the band, and David Hood said “We’ll talk”. We can only hope.
Final covers score: No need to count as the runaway winner was the aviophobian Aretha Franklin,
Regina In Absentis.
Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
Dave Carroll

Somebody sent me one of those weird useless facts e-mails the other day. Did you notice that this
year, August has five weekends (Friday, Saturday and Sunday)? Well, you had better enjoy them
all as the next time it will happen is in 2837!

Boogie Woogie and Blues piano Following the fine recent concert of Big John Carter and

Henri Herbert (which I couldn’t attend for reasons I’ll explain later) I thought I might recommend a
few CDs of that genre that you might enjoy. There are a lot out there and I started partially
collecting this kind of piano music in 1983 after a holiday in Corsica where I picked up a ‘various
Boogie Woogie Pianists’ LP and got interested buying several albums by Albert Ammons, Pete
Johnson and Meade Lux Lewis. I would suggest that if you think you would like lots by these, then
think again. I found they were a bit ‘samey’ in quantity and would think you look for an album with
them all on (and others) as, usually, their best is all you need. An interesting, cheap and modern
triple CD ‘Midnight Steppers’ has 70 tracks by 30 pianists; not all Boogie Woogie but split by CD
into early Chicago style, Boogie Woogie and Post War Piano.
I had quite a list of others but when I checked, they were either out of stock or VERY expensive.
These included ‘The Boogie Woogie Masters’ on Charly, ‘Roll ‘em Pete: 25 years of Piano Blues
and Boogie’ on Indigo and ‘Boogie Woogie Vol.1 - Piano Soloists’ on Jasmine. If you can find them
cheaply they are all collections and no, or very few, dud tracks.
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Twelve Bar Blues I’m afraid I have nothing new here as finding a well-known 12 bar Blues that

is not copy write has caused me some headaches. However I have cheated a little and found one
but need to change the rhythm that you’ve all learned. Same notes but a little different left hand
and a faster count. All will be revealed next time.

Lists No list this month as I am waiting for the British Blues results which will be announced at the
Colne Blues festival.

Who did I last see Some friends and I went over to Wavendon on the edge of Milton Keynes to

the Stables, a 400 seat theatre which was built out of Johnny Dankworth’s Stables near where he
and Cleo Lane used to live. I cannot speak more highly about this venue as everybody has a good
seat and its acoustics are second to none. If you see that one of your favourite artists is touring
and doing the Stables at Wavendon, then make the effort to see them here as it is small and most
of the staff are volunteers (my wife and I used to be volunteers here in the old days).
We sat in the centre of the auditorium and enjoyed Cherry
Lee Mewis strut her stuff with a great band led by Max
Milligan, one of her lead guitarists (who plays almost
acoustic and brilliantly) and Nick Slater who plays Dobro
which moves the band into the 4th dimension. Some of the
numbers approach Skiffle and there is a bit of Julie London
and Bonnie Raitt in her voice. I am not only a great fan but
in love also with her form of blues. The band is completed
by Robbie Stewart-Mathews on harmonica and bass and
Brian Greene on drums, a new member since I last saw
them (at my 70th birthday party!)
This is a band with some class and if she is anywhere near
you please go and see them. They are great entertainers.
Her new and third CD is called ‘Catch My Drift’ and is
stuffed with 10 great songs. She featured recently on the
cover of the Magazine ‘Blues In Britain’ which, incidentally,
is a great read and features the best Blues gig list as well
© BBC
as details of the best Blues programmes on the internet,
and the editor lives in Aylesbury!

What CD did I last buy? I

love Joe Cocker, who, in my opinion has a great Blues voice so
browsing in a well-stocked CD department of a French supermarket, I saw ‘Joe Cocker’s Greatest
Hits’, a 1998 compilation of 18 tracks, of which I only had two so, for 10 Euros, I bought it and it
didn’t disappoint. Full of great covers (including Summer In The City, Unchain My Heart and What
Becomes Of the Broken Hearted). It is a great 8 quid’s worth.

What was on my IPod today I have a good friend in Northumberland who occasionally sends

me CDs full of MP3 recordings of the latest things he has obtained. He likes country tinged artists
but knows my tastes so, amongst a couple of steadier artists, there are several absolute winners
for me including Leon Russell’s ‘Life Journey’ full of his favourite songs. I love his voice.

Finally An Apology I am sorry for this brief Blues visit this issue but I was hospitalised in June
with blood clots on the lungs which caused me to be extremely short of breath, a bit of a worry as
my mother died of it. However, it delayed my holiday to our house in France but eventually, my
Doctor agreed to us going provided we used a French clinic to check my progress. So, everything
went on hold for a while, including this article. Hopefully, it will be back on track next time. I am
much improved at the moment and feeling a bit of a fraud. The weather here in Brittany is also a
tonic.
Dave Parker
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
Greetings again y'all. As you have read elsewhere within these pages, one of
our longest serving scribes on this magazine, who joined us when we were just
a newsletter consisting of a few stapled pages, Tony Papard’s mum will be celebrating her 100th
birthday in just a matter of weeks. The lady puts her longevity
down to her healthy lifestyle; a good old 'fry up' for breakfast
seven days a week and puffing on 20 cigarettes a day. Not too
many years back in earlier Woody years Dorothy, or Dot as she is
known to her friends at the 'old time music hall appreciation
society', would have received a telegram from the queen.
Nowadays I suspect it is a standard letter complete with royal
crest at the head of the page. So many people now happily live to
be a century or more that no doubt even if telegram boys were still
to exist there simply would not be enough to go round to deliver all
those thousands of congratulatory telegrams. I am sure you all
wish to join me in wishing Dorothy a fantastic 100th birthday and
best of health on behalf of us all at Tales From The Woods.
Whilst on the subject of telegram boys, once a prized job for all lads
who failed miserably their 11 plus exams, packed off to a secondary
modern education in preparation for a lifetime in servitude in
factories. However for a few short years they could whizz around on
BSA Bantam 125 motorbikes impressing all the girlies whose
attention they hoped to attract, delivering telegrams bearing news
that could be a happy celebration or news that often could be
unbearably sad for the receiver. Some were lucky enough to stay
with the GPO as our once enviable 'post office' organization was
called back in the day. I have no idea when telegram boys ceased
to exist; I would suspect it was some time during the seventies,
perhaps there are members out there who could enlighten us?
(How about telegrams were phased out in 1982? - H) Or maybe you were a telegram boy yourself,
speeding around the streets of our cities, towns and villages up and down the land on your trusty
Bantams. If you were and want to share your memories with us, we’d love to hear from you.
You may have noticed that there is no New Orleans Second Line this issue. Just before our
deadline we received an email from Armand St Martin informing us that Patty Lee had been taken
ill and was resting in bed so we wish her a swift recovery and hope to see their column reappear in
issue 81. Get well soon Patty.
As you know folks the Tales From The Woods Band made their debut along with Robb Shenton at
the prestigious Americana Festival in Leicestershire during the glorious month of July.
Unfortunately, due to an unexpected turn of events on the domestic front, I wasn’t able to make
the barely 100 mile trip so, scratching my head, trying to think of someone around that neck of the
woods who might be free to represent me at this important gig, I gave a call to good friend of us
Woodies in Melton Constable, Rockin’ Robin Riddles, who kindly dropped all that he was doing in
his Norfolk garden to drive cross country to near Loughborough, the new residence of the long
running 'Americana'. I’ll now hand over to Rockin’ Robin to tell us about his time spent in the
Sunday afternoon in the sunshine.
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Hi readers, I got this call from Keith at 10.30am,
"Hi Robin," recognising that distinctive voice
immediately. "What yer doing?" came the enquiry.
I explained that Mrs Riddles and I were in the
garden tending our prized array of summer
flowers, but before the words were out I got this
feeling he wanted something, which of course he
did, asking if I would be a loyal Woodie and drive
to a disused airfield near Loughborough where
the Americana festival was in full swing, to
provide a review of Robb Shenton and the Tales
From The Woods Band who were to perform in
barely more than three hours’ time. A ticket in the
name of Keith Woods would be waiting at
reception, with an apology for not making it
himself because of some domestic issue, which I
was about to encounter myself personally upon
informing Mrs Riddles I was about to drop
everything to flee to a Rock’n’Roll gig seventy
plus miles away.
Leaving a disturbingly displeased 'trouble & strife'
foaming at the mouth on the doorstep as I sped
off in, what in her eyes is my proudest
possession, the 1958 dark blue and cream Austin
Princess which has lived in the family garage
since I bought it second hand from its original
owner some thirty five years ago.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine,
published three times a year for all devotees
of 50's associated music. Each issue
comprises at least 48 pages of interesting
fact filled articles and reviews complete with
a cover in glorious colour, rare photographs
in abundance, artist discographies and
recording session details when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK
representative Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

Alterations to the schedule meant that I need not
have rushed so much; various accounts
attempted to explain why Robb and the TFTW
band’s appearance was delayed until 2-45pm,
apparently because an important football match was
taking place somewhere in South America later that day.
Eventually the seven piece TFTW band received a very
warm welcome from a crowd of many hundreds deep, a
rousing powerful rendition of "Peter Gunn" impressing
many around me, before Robb confidently strode out on
the vast stage, looking resplendent like a veteran
Rock'n'Roller should in blue jacket, black trousers, straight
into no messing, as Iain Terry, stand in guitarist, nailed the
intro to Bobby Parker’s "Watch Your Step" perfectly
bringing more than a whoop of celebration from the
audience. Claire the keyboard player excelled as ever on
the next number, Jerry Lee Lewis’ "Down The Line" like
every time I have seen her at the British Rock’n’Roll/2is
Reunion shows at London’s Borderline, Robb truly hitting
his stride in fine voice.
Great to see the twin saxes of Alex Bland and Sid Phillips
blowing up a storm on "Hi Heel Sneakers", and later on
during their tremendous 75 minute set "Way Down Yonder
In New Orleans". Carl Perkins was represented with an
airing of his "Boppin’ The Blues" and Elvis by "Little
Sister". Often performed by many, what is considered by
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many to be this country’s first genuine contribution to Rock’n’Roll, the Ian Samwell penned,
recorded by Cliff Richard in ‘58 "Move It". Robb’s rendition of the Conway Twitty biggie "Lonely
Blue Boy" has impressed me on occasions before and certainly this time, like the beautiful July
sunshine, gave me a real feel good factor.

Because of the rescheduling of the festival billing, headliners Chas and Dave were taking another
stage far earlier than advertised, which meant in my opinion cruelly, and certainly undeservingly,
Robb and the Band were losing a substantial amount of their audience. I glanced around at maybe
just 100 or so left, amongst them Ian Wallis, promoter of the long running Rockers Reunion annual
gig of some thirty years vintage, staying with Robb and tapping his feet, near permanent smile,
notebook in hand, but where were the other renowned promoters? Perhaps they too had loped off
to witness the highly talented Rockney duo or maybe they could not bring themselves to leave the
narcissistic surrounds of the hospitality tent.
Robb allowed allow himself a well-deserved breather to allow the wonderful TFTW Band to stretch
out on their interpretation of "Tequila". Robb’s version of the Coasters classic "Hog For You Baby"
maybe too a nod towards TFTW’s affiliation with Radio Sutch as his late screaming Lordship rarely
left this number from his set-list. I always rated Robb’s take on "Cincinnati Fireball" both live and
on record as, if I dare say, rockier than the Johnny Burnette original. One (or was it two?) hit
wonder Johnny Restivo was represented by "The Shape I'm In" which always without fail takes me
back to the days of my youth club when this platter was a favourite on the Holy Trinity Church Hall
Dansette record player.
Iain Terry replicated the James Burton licks perfectly on "Suzy Q" with "Endless Sleep", "I'm In
Love", "Be-Bopping Baby" included too in this imaginative set-list. All too soon it came time for
Robb’s final number, the title track from his excellent CD and rapidly becoming his signature tune
"We’re Gonna Rock" with Robb and the TFTW band leaving the stage with the enthusiastic
applause from those who stayed the course ringing in their ears. It was time for me to head home
to north Norfolk and face the wrath of Mrs Riddles, but despite the fate that awaited me I’d like to
thank Keith for the privilege of attending and writing about it, a thank you also to Robb Shenton
and the Tales From The Woods Band for a wonderful afternoon’s entertainment.
Rockin’ Robin Riddles
Finally before we hand over for another of Dave Carroll’s essential gig guides for lovers of all
things 'roots, I have a piece of news so hot off the press it has scorched my fingers as I type. Yes
indeed, many folks have asked "When are we going to do another theatre gig?” Well that “when”
can now be told… it will be at Woodville Halls at Gravesend on Sunday 17th May 2015.
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I am pleased to announce that Chris Farlowe along with the Norman Beaker Band, Cliff Bennett
and the Original Rebel Rousers have confirmed their attendance. We hope too that Beryl Marsden
will be joining us along with one, maybe two surprise additions. So watch this space for further
exciting developments. Folks, see you in issue 81.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2014
7
Thursday
The Wailers Perform ‘Legend’
Because there are no legends left?
Brooklyn Bowl, The O2
£18 + fees
12
Tuesday
Sister Sledge
More than just the production of Rodgers & Edwards. Sold out at the same venue last year.
Jazz Cafe
SOLD OUT
14
Thursday
The Wailers Perform ‘Legend’
As above
Brooklyn Bowl, The O2
£18 + fees
19
Tuesday
Jimmy Cliff
Fortunately travelling from North London, there are not too many rivers to cross.
Clapham Grand
£31.35 inc. fees
Tuesday
Kent DuChaine
26
Respected white Delta blues singer and guitarist.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden
7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm

Free

27
Wednesday
Kokomo
Eight original members remain from this respected British soul band of the 70s including outstanding jazz
guitarist Jim Mullen.
The 100 Club
£15 + fees
28
Thursday
Kokomo
As above
The Half Moon, Putney

£16.50 adv, £18 door
September 2014

1
Monday
Ben Waters
Electrifying boogie woogie pianist on annual visit to venue.
The Bull’s Head, Barnes
£12
1
Monday
Lucky Peterson
Multi-instrumentalist bluesman featuring daughter Tamara on vocals.
Ronnie Scott’s
£25 - £40 + fees
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Tuesday
2
As above
Ronnie Scott’s

Lucky Peterson
£25 - £40 + fees

3
Wednesday
Hayes Carll
Americana from Texan singer-songwriter.
Bush Hall
£12 + fees
Wednesday
St Paul & The Broken Bones
3
Flavour-of-the-month blue-eyed soul-singer back after successful support appearance in May.
The Electric Ballroom, Camden
£12.50 + fees
5
Friday
Keni Burke and Tom Browne
Four years after his excellent Jazz Cafe gig, Keni returns with ‘Funkin’ for Jamaica’ trumpeter. (Postponed
from June)
Clapham Grand
£32.50 + fees
6
Saturday
Hans Theesink
Dutch resident of Austria playing American music in a Polish bar in England. One for the ‘multiculturalism
gone mad’ mob.
Brooks Blues Bar, Jazz Cafe POSK, 238-246 King Street W6 0RF £8
7
Sunday
Hans Theesink
As above (not a Polish pub though). A Walthamstow Folk Club promotion.
£8
Ye Olde Rose & Crown Theatre Pub, 53 Hoe Street E17 4SA
8
Monday
Candi Staton
Fame recording artist singing as well as ever.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
18
Thursday
The O’Jays
Two originals and the same line-up for over twenty years make this soul group essential viewing – apart
from the ticket prices.
Indigo at the O2
£50 - £150 + fees
19
Friday
As above
Indigo at the O2

The O’Jays
£50 - £150 + fees

28
Sunday
The Fabulous Earl Jackson Four and Smiley Jacks
A TFTW / Radio Sutch presentation.
Dublin Castle
£20 door, £18 adv, £15 Woodies
October 2014
1
Wednesday
Larry McCray
American bluesman whose blues is described as contemporary – take that as a warning.
Jazz Cafe
£12.50 + fees
17
Friday
David Gest’s Soul Legends Live Festival
Russell Thompkins (Stylistics), Denis Edwards (Temptations), Sheila Ferguson (Three Degrees), Deniece
Williams, Billy Paul, Kim Weston and Brenda Holloway are listed.
Lakeside Country Club, Wharf Road, Frimley Green GU16 6JR £29 - £75 + fees
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